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The purpose of this project was to develop a model Marketing Education/Store
Management program for Klahowya Secondary School. The model program was
designed for implementation with second year (grades 11-12) marketing education
students at Klahowya Secondary School, Central Kitsap School District, Silverdale,
Washington. To accomplish this purpose a review of literature was conducted.
Additionally, related information and materials from selected sources were obtained and
analyzed, including a survey that was sent to marketing education teachers in the State of
Washington.
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CHAPTER 1

BACK.GROUND OF THE PROJECT

Introduction

"The leader must also be a leader. We define a leader not as someone who
makes other people do what he or she wants, but as someone who makes them
want what he or she wants. A leader doesn't coerce people into change that they
resist. A leader aiticulates a vision and persuades people that they want to
become pait of it, so that they willingly, even enthusiastically, accept the distress
that accompanies its realization." (Hainmer & Champy, 1993, p. 105)

As noted in the above paragraph by Hammer and Champy, managers of American
businesses have changed the way they view leadership and management. According to
Stephen Covey in his book, The 7 Habits ofHighly Effective People, "Leadership comes
before management" (Covey, 1989, p. 101). Managers of businesses cannot become
successful leaders unless they possess the tools to help employees achieve the company
goals. They must exemplify what it means to work as a team member, define an
articulated vision, guide other employees, and model appropriate work habits.
Drucker and Bennis depicted that, "Management is doing things right; leadership
is doing the right things. Management is efficiency in climbing the ladder of success;
leadership determines whether the ladder is leaning against the right wall" (Covey, 1989,
p. 101). Leaders have inspired their employees to go the extra mile and set examples to
achieve the company vision, while managers have ensured the work is done correctly and
on time and the company has earned a profit (Malowney, 2003, p. 2). The Marketing

Education Resource Center indicated that managers could also be leaders in that both are
authority figures in a business environment. A manager's goal is to go beyond positional
authority and transfom1 it into personal authority. Employees have respected managers
with personal authority that inspire, communicate, support, and facilitate (Malowney,
2003, teacher guide, p. 6).
Members of the Washington Alliance for a Competitive Economy have identified
business leaders across Washington State who have asked critical questions about
whether or not future employees are skilled enough to be successful in the workforce. In
the next decade, high school students will be challenged as they enter the workforce,
especially, with an economy that has shifted, leaders and managers that have emerged
and faltered, global competition, and mandated federal regulations. They are also
challenged with the knowledge of basic reading, writing, and math skills, and
technological advances.
Marketing education programs in Washington State are held accountable through
advisory committees, EALR's (Essential Academic Leaming Requirements), state
learning goal four, and competency guidelines. This has assured the community that our
education system has produced creative, highly skilled, well-rounded individuals needed
in the 21" century workplace (Washington Alliance for a Competitive Economy, 2000, p.

1).
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Purpose of the Project

The purpose of this project was to develop a model Marketing Education/Store
Management program for Klahowya Secondary School. The model program was
designed for implementation with second year (grades 11-12) marketing education
students at Klahowya Secondary School, Central Kitsap School District, Silverdale,
Washington. To accomplish this purpose a review of literature was conducted.
Additionally, related information and materials from selected sources were obtained and
analyzed, including a survey that was sent to marketing education teachers in the State of
Washington.

Limitations of the Project

For the purposes of this project, the following limitations were identified:
1. Research: The preponderance of research literature and additional related

information from selected sources was limited to research within the last ten
years.
2. Scope: The Marketing Education/Store Management program was designed for
Klahowya Secondary School students in the Central Kitsap School District. It
was designed for second year (grades 11-12) marketing students to give them a
hands-on opportunity to take on the role of a manager in the student store.
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3. Target Population: The Marketing Education/Store Management program was
designed to serve students at Klahowya Secondary School in grades 11-12 in the
Central Kitsap School District. Olympic High School and Central Kitsap High
School may also adopt this program for their Marketing Education programs.

Definition of Terms

Significant terms used in the context of this project have been defined as follows:
1. Assessment: Student-centered activity that incorporated student achievement.
A successful assessment environment has four goals: Clear and appropriate
targets, high quality, students as key users, and effective communication
(Stiggins, 2001, p. 18).
2. Career and Technical Education: Subjects that are taught and related to real
world experiences. Business and Marketing Education is one the pathways
that students have explored as possible career choices (Association for Career
and Technical Education, 2003).
3. Competency-Based Education: Skills and concepts that have been defined by
businesses that are important for students to master in a marketing education
classroom (Competency-Based Education, p. 1).
4. DECA (An Association of Marketing Students): Student leadership
association that encouraged vocational understanding, civic consciousness,
social intelligence, and leadership. There are over 14,000 student members
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involved in Washington DECA and over 100,000 members nationwide
(Washington DECA, 2002, p. 1).
5. EALR's (Essential Academic Leaming Requirements: The standards and
perfonnance indicators, including skills and knowledge, for marketing
education as defined by the state of Washington, (Partnership for Leaming,
glossary,

,r 4).

6. Leadership: The ability to guide or direct that encouraged employees to
achieve a set of goals (Take the Lead, 2003, p. 2).
7. Management: Overseeing others with a specific set of goals in mind,
delegating out tasks, and being responsible for the outcomes of the goals
(Take the Lead, 2003, p. 2).
8. Marketing: "The process of planning and executing the conception, pricing,
promotion, and distribution of ideas, goods, and services to create exchanges
that satisfy individual and organizational objectives" (American Marketing
Association, 2001, definitions, ,r 2).
9. Performance-Based: Evaluating or observing students based on proficiency
levels defined in a document such as a rubric (Stiggins, 2001, p. 184).
10. School-to-Work Transition: Goal 4 of the Washington State Leaming Goals
that provided students with a link to work-based learning skills. Partnership
between businesses and the school district (OSPI, Background, p. 1).
11. State Learning Goals: Four goals that Washington State has adopted that
define certain benchmarks that our students need in order to graduate from
high school (OSPI, Background, p. 1).
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12. W ASL (Washington State Assessment of Student Leaming): Student
assessment at the 41\

7'\ and 101h grade level.

Starting in 2008, the WASL

will be linked to graduation. Each testing level has benclnnarks or standards
that the students master (OSPI, Assessment, p. 1).
13. Work-Based Leaming: Paii of the School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1994
that allows students to earn credit towards high school graduation. Provides
paid or unpaid work-based experiences (Hughes, 1999, p. 1).
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CHAPTER2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The review of research, literature, and infonnation related to Marketing Education
Curriculum presented in chapter 2 has been organized to address the following:
1. The Importance of Marketing Education

2. What is Marketing Education?
3. Marketing Education Instruction and Assessment
4. Washington State Standards
5. Leadership
6. A Review of Related Literature and Information Obtained from Selected
Sources
7. Summary
The review of literature and research addressed in Chapter 2 was identified by
means of an Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) computer search and
Internet computer searches. Additionally, information from selected sources was
obtained and analyzed.
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The Impo1iance of Marketing Education

The National Business Education Cmriculum Standards confinned that marketing
has always been an important aspect of business and exploring how our economy runs
(NBEA Standards, 1995, '1! l). As consumers and members of the United States free
market economy, students have asce1iained the impmiance of marketing through
awareness and appreciation of business. Business leaders have signified three areas that
are deemed imperative to operate a business. First, to function in a consumer-oriented
society, it is vital to be aware of economic trends with knowledge of general marketing
terminology. A developed conceptual framework is the second area of importance,
especially if the student has aspirated to owning his or her business. The third aspect is to
be prepared for the global economy. This question must be asked: How do the stock
market, supply and demand, and global trades affect us as consumers (NBEA Cuniculum
Standards, 1995, '1! l)?
Members of the Washington Alliance for a Competitive Economy have faced
many challenges in the cunent decade. With over three million jobs to fill in Washington
State, they must be ensured that education systems have produced creative, motivated,
highly skilled, well-rounded individuals (Washington Alliance for a Competitive
Economy, 2000, p. 3).
The National Marketing Education Association has predicted that marketing
occupations represent one in every four jobs in the United States economy (National
Marketing Education Standards, 2001, '1! 2). In Washington State alone, jobs that
required leadership and management training represented eight percent of employment
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(Glenn, 2003, p. 2). By 2008, the number of jobs is expected to increase by 17 percent
(WOIS, 2002, outlook, ir 1). The National Business Education Association has stated that
the next generation ofleaders and managers need the experience of understanding the
aspects of marketing with a developed appreciation for a positive work ethic (NBEA
Curriculum Standards, 1995, ii 3). The goals of marketing education not only provide
students with the skills business leaders have requested, but a solution to finding qualified
workers.
The Washington Alliance for a Competitive Economy reported in 2000 that
seventy tlu·ee percent of employers reported difficulty finding qualified workers to fill
open positions (Washington Alliance for a Competitive Economy, 2000, p. 6).
According to Jeannette M. Siegel, Corporate Community Relation and Contributions
Manager for J.C. Pel1!1ey Company, "Marketing Education provides students with key
skills needed to be successful in any business: Skills like communication, plal111ing,
organizing, problem solving, teamwork, and decision making." High school students
emolled in marketing education programs have been trained in these skills and will be
qualified for the open positions (National Marketing Education Standards, 2000, p. 2).

What is Marketing Education?

As stated in the Marketing Education Mission Statement for Washington State,
marketing programs have prepared students for the workforce after high school. The
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction in Washington State has declared
marketing education part of the Business and Marketing pathway, School-to-Work
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Transition, Goal four of the State Learning Goals, and a member of the Career and
Technical Education (OSPI, 2003, Ctmiculum and Instruction, p. 1). This authority has
defined Marketing Education as follows:
Marketing education assists students in developing those skills identified
by business and industry as being essential to successful employment in a variety
of marketing and management occnpations. The program provides employability
training, along with focused attention on basic and social skills development.
Students participate in an instructional program, which includes work ethics,
economic principles, promotional strategies and distribution process, safety, and
developing leadership and civic involvement. (Marketing Education Competency
Guidelines, 1994, p. 1)
According to documents provided by the Madison Metropolitan School District,
the purpose of secondary marketing is to develop a competent work force for marketing
occupations through courses that have provided students with necessary work skills,
knowledge, and attitudes. The marketing program is designed to assist students in
understanding the wide range of social and economic responsibilities that a business must
follow (Anderson, 2001, p. 1). Each year, across the nation millions of students have
experienced and learned marketing concepts. The Marketing Education Resource Center
has estimated 7,000 high schools and community/technical schools in the United States
offer a marketing education curriculum (National Standards, 2000, p. 3).
The Marketing Education Resource Center has concluded that an effective
secondary marketing education program will not only provide students marketing
foundations, but also bridge the gap by applying the functions. Foundations of marketing
education are imperative knowledge for the students before they can understand the
functions. The four foundations listed in the National Standards for Marketing are:
Business, Management, and Entrepreneurship; Communication and Interpersonal Skills;
Economics; and Professional Development. Each good, service, or idea has a function
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(

that is applied to business operations. The Marketing Education Resource Center
expounded on these National Standards by listing seven functions important to business
ownership: Distribution, Financing, Marketing-Infonnation Management, Pricing,
Product/Service Management, Promotion, and Selling (National Marketing Education
Standards, 2000, p. 4).
The Marketing Education Resource Center, who published the National Standards
have challenged each district to have a defined purpose of their marketing education
program and developed framework or skeleton. Three questions that are posed when
defining curriculum standards are: Where do the foundations and functions fit into the
program? Are there any prerequisites for the courses? Do the courses have a sequence?
The Marketing Education Resource Center, based out of Columbus, Ohio have provided
a framework for districts to model when designing or aligning their marketing education
curriculum to state and national standards (National Standards, 2000, p.1).
The Klahowya Marketing Program has been designed for a seven through twelvegrade secondary school. The Klahowya course catalog has outlined a course of study for
students starting in eighth grade, by taking Introduction to Business (See Appendix A).
At the ninth grade level students can take Job Finding Skills. Students who want to
pursue a career in marketing can take a sequence of three courses starting at the tenth
grade level: Store Operations, Store Management, and Marketing In A Mall. Managing
Your Own Business and E-Commerce are included as other semester options.
The Madison Metropolitan School District created marketing education as a
partnership between the school, business community, students, and parents. The
marketing education instructor, who involved the community by promoting business
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partnerships, will help students experience marketing as career exploration or for
personal use. (Anderson, 2001, p. 1). The businesses have provided work place learning
experiences in the fonn of internships, work experience, shadow day, cooperative
education, and apprenticeships (NC State University, Department of Cuniculum and
Instrnction, 2001, p. 1). Business partnerships have bridged the gap for students who
plan to pursue a course of study in business/marketing. The school must have adequate
facilities and provide funding to marketing education programs. Parents have realized
the importance of supporting their child by providing them with basic needs (Maslow's
hierarchy of needs).
Finally, marketing education programs that have provided for a diverse population
of students will see increased student achievement. Marketing education programs that
have incorporated multicultural education in the classroom will help students realize the
importance of diversity in the business enviromnent (Anderson, 2001, p. 1).

Marketing Education Instrnction and Assessment

Instruction

The Washington Alliance for a competitive economy identified education as one
of the key issues and components critical to a positive business climate (Washington
Alliance for a Competitive Economy, 2000, p. 3). The Marketing Education Competency
guidelines depicted that a successful marketing education program is balanced with four
basic components: Classroom, Job training, Leadership, and Student Store Laboratory
(Marketing Education Competency Guidelines, 1994, p. 2).
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The business leaders represented on the Council for the Washington Alliance for a
Competitive Economy realized the importance of education. The Council stated: "The
first step toward addressing the workforce shortage long tenn is to make sure that
students graduate from high school with a strong foundation of basic skills and
knowledge, as well as the ability to apply what they have learned" (Washington Alliance
for a Competitive Economy, 2000, p. 7). This is the same correlation that is made
between the marketing classroom and job training or student store laboratory. The
classroom has been viewed as the place where marketing students learn the framework of
foundations and functions of marketing education. This has been accomplished through a
developed knowledge base of the terminology and then applied higher level thinking
skills through application, case studies, and synthesis of the information.
The job training has been based on different levels of student needs. The level of
student mastery is directly related to the student's goals and career objectives. Marketing
Education Competency Guidelines has identified five levels of marketing jobs that are
used in curriculum planning: Entry-level, Career-Sustaining, Marketing Specialist,
Marketing Supervisor, and Manager/Entrepreneur (Marketing Education Competency
Guidelines, 1994, p. 5). The level of marketing is linked to the number of courses the
student has completed in high school.
Marketing students have been prepared to run a retail business that has acted as
the student store laboratory. This controlled environment allows students to apply the
marketing principles they have learned in the classroom. Students gain real-life
experience with inventory, stock, cash register, money management, customer service,
product ordering, pricing, promotion, scheduling, and handling employee and customer
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complaints (National Marketing Education Standards, 2000, p. 6-7). The skills are linked
to the work world according to the mission ofDECA, "Where Washington Leaders Look
for Their Future Leaders" (Washington DECA, 2002, What is DECA? p. 2). Michael
Bass, Director of Human Resources for Sears Roebuck & Company has stated,
"Marketing students are significantly better prepared to enter a professional retail
enviromnent having had exposure to critical workplace skills" (National Marketing
Education Standards, 2000, p. 4).
Leadership development has been incorporated in the classroom through school
involvement and DECA (An Association of Marketing Students). DECA involvement
has increased leadership in the marketing education program; the students have benefited
by becoming respectful citizens and employees of the student store. Leadership that is
related to the business world will benefit marketing students when they become
productive, competent workers (DECA, 2002, The Future ofDECA Leadership, p. 1).
The Marketing Education Resource Center predicted in the learning activity packet titled,
Take The Lead, that leadership will increase student chances for career advancement,
bonuses, life-long respect for civic awareness, and personal satisfaction (Malowney,
2003, p. 2).
Assessment
The authors of Authentic Pedagogy: Standards That Boost Student Performance
are quoted by saying, "Students should become "active learners," capable of solving
complex problems and constructing meaning that is grounded in real-world experiences"
(Newman, 1995, p. 1). With reform at the forefront of the education, instruction and
assessment must remain consistent with active learning rooted with high quality
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expectations for all students. This can be achieved through authentic pedagogy. Through
authentic pedagogy with perfonnance objectives and clear targets, assessment can be
achieved with students perfonning at higher standards (Newman, 1995, p. 3).
Student achievement must prove to be authentic and linked to a meaningfol
education and life long learning. New approaches must be implemented in the classroom
for active learning to take place. This can be achieved through providing relevance and
higher level thinking skills. The authors of Authentic Pedagogy have provided three
criteria that are considered to make classrooms genuine:

I. Construction of Knowledge: Students create their own work and use prior
knowledge as a base.
2. Disciplined hlquiry: Background of terminology and grounded field of
knowledge.
3. Value Beyond School: Personal value placed on education.
The authors go on farther by integrating constructivism into authentic pedagogy.
They have stated, "Constructivism also calls for teachers to abandon the primary role of
"dispenser of information and truth." Instead, a teacher should strive to be a coach,
guide, and mentor who inspires students to take on the work of learning" (Newman,
1995, p. 4). When students learn to solve a problem and make the connection to real
work solutions, a teacher has succeeded in meeting the objectives of authentic pedagogy.
Authentic pedagogy has ended with one goal in mind, a positive, constructive
assessment enviromnent. Richard Stiggins, author of Student-Involved Classroom
Assessment, believed student success was linked to effective communication, clear and
appropriate targets, high-quality assessment, and students as key users (Stiggins, 2001, p.
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18). Marketing educators focused assessment is based on performance. The school store
laboratory provided an atmosphere for learning real-life skills necessary for success in the
workforce.
Perfonnance-based assessment allows the teacher to observe students and
evaluate them based on a level of proficiency. Each learning target is clearly defined
allowing students to demonstrate his or her skills. The learning targets can be displayed
using a rubric that is practical and provided feedback. A clear, articulated assessment
strategy eliminated biased information by sharing student expectations before the
assessment was administered (Stiggins, 2001, p. 184).

Washington State Standards

In 1993, the Washington Legislature adopted the Education Reform Act. With
many questions regarding student achievement and academic standards, the goal of the
Education Reform Act provided a set of common learning goals for all students enrolled
in Washington State public schools (OSPI, Background Information, 2003, p. l).
The Washington State Commission on Student Learning was established by the
legislature in response to the Education Refonn Act. The members of this committee
created challenging academic standards, standards-based assessments as a way to
measure student achievement, and an accountability system for school districts to follow
(Partnership for Leaming, Education Reform, 2002, p. 1). In response to these
challenges, Washington State has now defined four state learning goals that help
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delineate the reform act. The four state learning goals as stated in the Common School
Manual are:
•

Read with comprehension, write with skill and communicate effectively
and responsibly in a vmiety of ways, and settings;

•

Know m1d apply the core concepts and p1inciples of mathematics; social,
physical, and life sciences; civics a11d history; geography; mis; a11d health
and fitness;

•

Think analytically, logically, and creatively, a11d to integrate experiences
and knowledge to form reasoned judgments and solve problems, and

•

Understand the importance of work and how performance, effort, and
decisions directly affect career and educational opportunities. (RCW
28A.150.210, Basic Education Act)

The Washington State Commission of Student Leaming has embedded into the
four state learning goals the Essential Academic Learning Requirements (EARL's),
Washington Assessment of Student Leaming (WASL), a11d school district accountability
through the School Improvement Process (SIP). These three areas a11swer one common
question, "How do we move students forward?"
The Essential Academic Leaming Requirements described a set of specific
knowledge and skills for each discipline. Each school district has developed a set of
common academic standards that the student was expected to know as they advance
through school. The state academic standards are completed in reading, writing,
communication, math, science, social studies, arts, and health/fitness (Pminership for
Leaming, Standards, 2002, p. 1).
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The Association for Career and Technical Education (ACTE) has defined Career
and Technical Education as helping students, workers, and lifelong learners of all ages to
fulfill their working potential. The ACTE has promoted Career and Technical Education
as providing relevance to the work world, employability, and education pathways
(ACTE, 2003, What's Career and Technical Education? p. 1).
Career and Technical Education criteria have been based on goal four of the state
learning goals, with emphasis on understanding the importance of work. The marketing
education EALR's for Central Kitsap School District, specifically, Store Management,
have been aligned with the four state learning goals (See Appendix B). The goals
provided specific knowledge and skills and clear expectations for all students, not only in
goal four, but incorporation of reading, writing, and higher level thinking skills.
The Superintendent of Public Instruction has managed the Washington
Assessment of Student Leaming (WASL), which is a statewide assessment that measured
student achievement. This test is assessed at the 411\ 711\ and lO'h grade levels. Starting
with the class of 2008, students will receive a Certificate of Mastery that is linked to
graduation (Partnership for Leaming, Certificate of Mastery, 2002, p. 1). Teachers,
parents, students, and business leaders have worked as a partnership to help our students
meet the W ASL benchmarks. All academic disciplines, including Career and Technical
education and electives, work together with a common goal in mind, student
achievement. All subject areas are obligated to integrate the basics, reading, writing, and
math, into the curriculum.
The Central Kitsap School District has been required to move students forward
with success on the state assessment. Every year schools are mandated to set goals for
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student assessment and achievement tlu·ough the School Improvement Process. It is vital
that each discipline set measurable objectives for the school year. For example, the
Career and Technical Education department set reading and writing goals. Each week,
the instructor will find a piece of literature relevant to his or her discipline and the
students are responsible for reading and completing a technical writing assigmnent. This
involved analytical thinking, along with reading and writing (Central Kitsap School
District Website).

Leadership

David Brinkley, a television journalist was quoted as follows, "A successful man
is one who can lay a firm foundation with the bricks others have thrown at him"
(Maxwell, 1999, p. 88). An effective leadership program will help students lay the
groundwork and help them develop skills essential to the workforce. By incorporating
leadership into the classroom, students are able to put the skills to practice. There are two
ways a student can learn about leadership, in the marketing classroom and through a
national leadership organization, DECA (An Association of Marketing Students).
Leadership in the classroom and the incorporation ofDECA into the
Marketing/Management program have been closely integrated. DECA has structured
goals and objectives to meet the needs of marketing programs around the nation. DECA
is "a student-centered organization whose program ofleadership and personal
development is designed specifically for students enrolled in marketing education
classes" (Washington DECA, 2002, What is it?, p. 1).
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Washington DECA has been one of the top five DECA programs in the nation with
(

over 10,000 members. The mission of Washington DECA is aligned with state learning
goal four and the maTketing EALR's. The DECA mission, as displayed on the website is
"Where Washington Businesses Look For Their Future Leaders" (Washington DECA,
2002, Mission Statement, p. 2). DECA incorporated leadership development, vocational
understanding, civic consciousness, and social understanding into the marketing program
(DECA, 2002, DECA Inc., p. 1).
In the classroom, leadership skills have been developed through the curriculum
and management of the student store laboratory. DECA has identified six leadership
areas that are crucial to a marketing program: Ability to communicate effectively;
problem solving; team player; managing resources; acquires knowledge; and appreciation
and understanding of ethics (DECA, The Future of Leadership, p. 1). If students have
mastered leadership skills, they will be more productive in the classroom, generate more
work for their employers, and overall, more industrious in life.
Covey, author of The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People, explained that business
leaders are responsible for asking top line questions and what are the decisions that need
to be made or accomplished. Said Covey: "Proactive powerful leadership must
constantly monitor environmental change, particularly customer buying habits and
motives, and provide the force necessary to organize resources in the right direction"
(Covey, 1989, p. 101-102). For students to be effective leaders or managers, they aTe
faced with some important challenges and decisions. By being proactive and learning to
take initiative, students will have the personal confidence to succeed in their management
or leadership roles.
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A Review of Related Literature and

(

Information Obtained from Selected Sources

Twenty school districts from Washington State that have successful Marketing
Education programs were contacted by letter to request information regarding advanced
marketing programs (See Appendix C). Additionally, the instructors were sent an email
as a reminder and were provided the oppo1iunity to send the documents electronically.
They were specifically asked to solicite the following information:
1. Marketing Education curriculum outlines for beginning and advanced

students.
2. Marketing Education Essential Learnings or competencies for beginning and
advanced students.
3. Marketing Essential assessment tools.
School districts contacted:
Arlington School District
Arlington, WA

Auburn School District
Auburn, WA

Bremerton School District
Bremerton, WA

Burlington School District
Burlington, WA

Clover Park School District
Tacoma, WA

East Valley School District
Spokane, WA

Everett School District
Everett, WA

Evergreen School District
Vancouver, WA

Highline School District
Seattle, WA

Kelso School District
Kelso, WA

Kent School District
Kent, WA

Olympia School District
Olympia, WA
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Pasco School District
Pasco, WA

Peninsula School Dist1ict
Gig Harbor, WA

Puyallup School District
Puyallup, WA

Seattle School District
Seattle, WA

South Kitsap School District
Port Orchard, WA

Sumner School District
Sumner, WA

Tacoma School District
Tacoma, WA

Yelm School District
Yelm, WA

An analysis of the information obtained for the above school districts revealed
that six characteristics were generally co111111on to advanced marketing education
curriculum. They include:
1. Leadership: Incorporation ofDECA (An Association of Marketing Students).

2. Performance-Based Education: Evaluation of advanced marketing students
through work-based learning in a student store environment.
3. Curriculum: The following areas of instruction were co111111on in one or more
of the school district essential learnings: Interpersonal skills, risk
management, Human Relations, International Business, Economics,
cashiering, communications, time management, honesty, integrity, initiative,
positive working relationships, orientating new employees, business and
marketing concepts, physical distribution, financing ( accounting), promotion,
selling process, risk management, customer/client relationships.
4. Essential Learnings: Each school district has developed essentials learnings
for Marketing Education.
5. Student Store: A student store laboratory is common in marketing education
programs across Washington State.
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6. Work Ethic: All infonnation provided required students to practice skills
important to a positive working environment.

Summary

The research, literature, and information summarized in Chapter 2 supported the
following themes:

1. Marketing Education programs are challenged with helping business leaders
find qualified employees to fill marketing positions with qualified employees
that are prepared to function in a consumer-orientated society, conceptual
framework, and knowledge of the global economy.
2. Over seven thousand students in the United States have been trained and
prepared for the work force by completing marketing education programs that
have assisted them with the foundations and functions of business ownership.
3. The Classroom, Job training, Leadership, and Student Store Laboratory are
four elements deemed important to teaching Marketing Education that help
students make the important correlation to the job market. Authentic
Pedagogy through constructivism and performance-based assessment not only
provided an active learning environment for marketing students, but also
recognized and defined clear learning targets for them to achieve.
4. Through the School Improvement Process, schools, including Career and
Technical Education, are required to set goals defined by the Education
Reform Act that distinguish academic standards and student achievement.
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5. Leadership has helped students lay the groundwork for career development
through incorporation of DECA and classroom activities where students are
given a chance to communicate, problem solve, manage resources, acquire
knowledge, appreciate and understand ethics, and work as a team player.
6. An analysis obtained from twenty selected Washington State School Districts
revealed six characteristics were common, Leadership; Perfonnance-based
education; Cuniculum; Essential learnings; Student store; Work ethic.
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CHAPTER3

PROCEDURES OF THE PROJECT

The purpose of this project was to develop a model Marketing Education/Store
Management program for Klahowya Secondary School. The model program was
designed for implementation with second year (grades 11-12) marketing education
students at Klahowya Secondary School, Central Kitsap School District, Silverdale,
Washington. To accomplish this purpose a review of literature was conducted.
Additionally, related information and materials from selected sources were obtained and
analyzed, including a survey that was sent to marketing education teachers in the State of
Washington. Chapter 3 contains background information detailing:
1. Need for the Project
2. Development of Support
3. Procedures
4. Planned Implementation and Assessment of the Project

Need for the Project

The need for this project was influenced by the following considerations:
1. The writer, Karin K. Johannessen, a vocationally certificated Marketing

Education, Business Education, and Work-Based Leaming teacher for six
years was searching for curriculum and assessment procedures for second year
marketing education students. During her six years of teaching, the writer was
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accustomed to a traditional learning environment that evaluated studentlearning styles and instructional strategies that would promote student success.
2. The review ofrelated literature addressed in chapter 2 confirmed that business
leaders need students with management and leadership background to fill
vacant jobs in the next decade. Positive work ethics have been deemed
important as students experience and learn about the aspects of marketing
education.
3. In the absence of second year marketing curriculum in the Central Kitsap
School District, the writer was compelled to examine resources from other
districts in Washington State. Information collected and evaluated made the
writer aware of the materials and curriculum districts were using in their
successful marketing programs.
4. With reform on the forefront of education, each discipline is required to align
and integrate their essential learnings with the four state learning goals. This
further made the w1iter aware of the need to research and develop a
curriculum plan for second year marketing education students.
5. As a member of the Marketing Education Advisory board for the Central
K..itsap School District, the writer was in contact with business leaders in the
community receiving feedback and information relevant to existing trends in
the business/marketing field.
6. Undertaking the project coincided with the writer's graduate studies in
Educational Administration at Central Washington University.
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Development of Support for the Project

The writer, a marketing education teacher at Klahowya Secondary School in the
Central Kitsap School District proposed a need to develop curriculum for second year
marketing education students in Store Management.
The need to develop the curriculum has been apparent since the school opened in
1997. After evaluating the marketing essential learnings and aligning them with the four
state learning goals, the following Central Kitsap School District employees guided and
supported my role in the development of the project:
Central Kitsap School District, Central Office Employees
Mr. Bruce McBurney - Director of Career and Technical Education
Central Kitsap School District Employees
Mrs. Katharine Gleysteen - Principal, Klahowya Secondary School
Mr. Martin Schmidt - Assistant Principal, Klahowya Secondary School
Mr. Tim Mahaney- Marketing Teacher, Central Kitsap High School
Mr. Ron Cochrell - Marketing Teacher, Olympic High School
Marketing Education Advisory Co111111ittee Members
Mr. Jeff White - Bremerton Bottling Company
Mr. Bryan Williams - BEST Buys
Mr. Derek Zimmer - Member, Marketing Teacher
Mr. Wayne Anderson - Boyd's Coffee Company
Mr. Cris Larsen - Rotary Member
Central Kitsap School District was to have a comprehensive curriculum to
educate students and prepare them for the workforce. With the absence of a curriculum
guide, teachers relied on their own teaching practices and knowledge of the material.
With the Store Management program complete, the three secondary schools in Central
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Kitsap School District can align their curriculum with the essential learnings, four state
learning goals, and include business leader input through advisory committee meetings.

Procedures

The writer undertook the following procedures to develop a Model Marketing
Education/Store Management Program for Klahowya Secondary School.
1.

The research was identified through literature, Educational Resources
Information Center (ERIC) computer search and Internet computer
searches.

2.

Existing Central Kitsap School District Marketing essential learnings
aligned with the state learning goals was obtained, organized, and
analyzed.

3.

A letter was sent to twenty school districts in Washington State that have
successful Marketing Education programs requesting curriculum outlines,
essential learnings and competencies, and assessment tools. The following
districts were contacted:
Arlington School District
Arlington, WA

Auburn School District
Auburn, WA

Bremerton School District
Bremerton, WA

Burlington School District
Burlington, WA

Clover Park School District
Tacoma, WA

East Valley School District
Spokane, WA

Everett School District
Everett, WA

Evergreen School District
Vancouver, WA
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4.

Highline School District
Seattle, WA

Kelso School District
Kelso, WA

Kent School District
Kent, WA

Olympia School District
Olympia, WA

Pasco School District
Pasco, WA

Peninsula School District
Gig Harbor, WA

Puyallup School District
Puyallup, WA

Seattle School District
Seattle, WA

South Kitsap School District
Port Orchard, WA

Sumner School District
Sumner, WA

Tacoma School District
Tacoma, WA

Yelm School District
Yelm, WA

Each marketing education teacher from the above listed schools was sent a
follow-up email and phone call as a reminder and to clarify any questions
regarding the requested info1mation.

5.

A proposed topical framework was submitted for approval through the
advisory committee, Career and Technical Director, and Marketing
Education Teachers in Central Kitsap School District.

6.

The topical framework was then organized with resources along with
assignment sheets.

7.

Authorization was granted to fund the Store Management manual through
Career and Technical Education Marketing budgets.

8.

As a member of the Marketing Education Resource Center, Central Kitsap
has rights to copy the Marketing Education LAP' s provided in the manual.
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Planned Implementation and Assessment of the Project

A Model Marketing Education/Store Management Program for Klahowya
Secondary School designed for second year marketing education students has been
implemented for students in the Central Kitsap School District. The writer presented the
manual to the advisory committee, which included the Career and Teclmical Director and
marketing education teachers in the Central Kitsap School District in the spring of 2001,
with the goal of implementing the manual during the 2001-2002 and 2002-2003 school
years. The writer also presented the manual to Mrs. Katharine Gleysteen, Klahowya
Secondary School's principal.
The Store Management manual was sent to Kinko 's for printing during the spring
of 2001, set for implementation in the fall. Each Store Management student would
receive a manual to complete the assignments during the school year. The recommended
time frame for each assignment was every two weeks. Each student would obtain an
assignment sheet to be turned in on or before the due date.
At the completion of the 2003 school year, the writer and marketing education
teachers in the Central Kitsap School District will assess the Store Management manual
by surveying students. Improvements and changes will be made after the input has been
gathered and analyzed (Also refer to Appendix D).

\
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CHAPTER4

THE PROJECT

The model Marketing Education/Store Management program for Klahowya
Secondary School in the Central Kitsap School District, has been presented in four pmis
in Chapter 4, including:
Part 1: Syllabus
Part 2: Daily Work
Pali 3: Manager Log
Part 4: Student Store Evaluation
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The Eagles Landing Manager Book

Klahowya Secondary School
Marketing
Class: Store Management
Instructor: Ms. Johannessen
This manual is your "Class Book"
and must be turned in at the end of this
course or pay a $20.00 fine
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STORE MANAGEMENT
MS. JOHANNESSEN

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Marketing/Store Management will provide students with the hands-on opportunity
to take on the role of different management positions in the student store.
Managers will take part in decision making to improve the efficiency of the
operation of the store. This class is a yearlong commitment and the student will
be involved in Klahowya's DECA Chapter. Work experience credit is available
through this course.

COURSE EXPECTATIONS
1. Arrive to class on time before the bell rings.
2. Have respect for others (this includes the teacher), be positive, and
courteous.
3. Come to class prepared with pens/pencils and notebook.
4. Use appropriate language for classroom (business environment).
5. No food or drink in the marketing education classroom.
6. Remain in the classroom until the bell rings.

GRADING
Your grade will be calculated on a weighted grade scale as follows:
Daily work, tests/quizzes will be worth 30% of your grade and includes class
work and homework. It is your responsibility to ask for missed assignments
when you are absent.
Homework/assignments turned in late will receive reduced credit or no grade
unless special arrangements are made with the teacher. Late work will only be
worth 60% of the total points possible. It is YOUR responsibility to obtain makeup work and tests.
Working in the store is 50% of your grade. The student and instructor, based
on job performance, attitude, appearance, and attendance, will assess a
quarterly evaluation.
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Attendance is 10% of your grade. A grade for active class
participation/attendance will be given. The student will receive credit for the day if
(1) he/she is in class on time, (2) has brought the required supplies, and (3)
utilizes the class period in an appropriate manner. If a student fails to abide by
any of the preceding items, he/she may lose part, or all, of his/her credit for that
day. A responsible worker needs to be.to work (class) on time.
At the end of the semester, two points will be deducted for every absence.
Students may makeup any absence in the morning from 6:50 - 7:20 a.m. and
after school from 2:05 - 2:35 p.m.

Weekly Manager Log will be worth 10% of your grade. This tracking sheet is
due every week.

GRADING SCALE
Daily Work, Tests/quizzes 30%
Store
50%
Attendance/Participation
10%
0
~M=a~n=ag=e=r_,L=o.,q'-------'.-'10""'/c""o

93%+
89 - 88%
82 - 80 %
77 - 73 %
69 - 60%

A
B+

BC
D

92 - 90%
87 -83%
79 - 78%
72- 70%
below60%

AB
C+
CF

100%

Total

TARDIES
A tardy is defined as arriving in class after the tardy bell has rung.

1.
2.
3.

First Tardy:
Second Tardy:
Third Tardy:

4.

Fourth Tardy:

Verbal warning.
Student/Teach er Conference.
Parent contact and assigned Y:, hour
before/after school detention.
Student will be referred to an administrator
and one-hour detention.

© Students may get extra help before or after school. Please make
arrangements with me to set up a time to meet. I am always willing to help.
©

INDIVIDUALS, WHO ACT RESPONSIBLE, WILL BE TREATED LIKE AN
ADULT.
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Assignment:

Assignment #1
Store Management
1. Read handout "I Want A Worker''
~

Rate the top ten statements that are most important
to you as a manager of your student store.
~ Identify the statements that you think are most
important for the student store.

2. Read handout "What Do Managers Do"
~

After reading the handout, write seven sentences
that tell what managers do. See example.

3. Read "What Is A Manager?"
~

Answer the questions at the end of handout.
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I WANT A WORKER

'

Pl2

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

What do Managers Do?
They-Listen, Talk, Read,Write, Confer, Think, Decide

About-People, Money, Materials, Methods, Facilities, Equipment, and
Information

In order to
Plan, Organize, Direct, Coordinate, and Control

Their
Research, Product development, Production, Service, Financial,
Public Relations, Employee, Employee Relations, etc.

Better
Assignment: From this list write seven sentences that tell what managers do. (example: Managers listen about
people in order to direct employees better.)
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WHAT IS A MANAGER?

A manager is a person who is responsible, hard working, reliable,
trustworthy, and dependable to be on time and rarely ever absent.
A manager is like a team captain or coach, he/she makes sure no
one is out of line, knows the job the player is suppose to be doing, and is
willing to take on any challenge that comes around their way.
A manager is able to give instructions about something almost
impossible to describe without confusing the employee. They are
certainly and maybe most importantly, know why and how to do
everyone else's jobs. If someone is absent or sick the manager has to fill In
or find someone who can. If the manager isn't knowledgeable about the
absent person's job and cannot find someone to fill in, then the store
would lose money. It is also important that a manager know their own job
well.
A manager should remain calm, even when customer's become
angry, for whatever reason. A manager should be able to };:;ten to the
complaint and try to make the customer happy, so the customer will
come back and purchase more items without "giving the store away".
Managers are friendly, have good attitudes, and care about their
employees. They should be open to any opinions and ideas.
Over all the managers are the glue that holds things together in
good and bad times .

•

Assignment: On a separate Sheet of paper, answer the following
questions. Be sure that you include as many as possible.
What skills do you currently have that a good manager needs?
What skills will you be working on to improve your management
ability this year?
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Assignment Sheet #1
Store Management

I

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Period: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Answer the following questions using Assignment #1 in the Store
Management Manual.
1. I Want A Worker
A. Rate the top ten statements that are most important to you as a
manager of your student store.

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
B. Identify the statements that you think are most important for the
student store.

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
PIS

2. What Do Managers Do?
A. Write seven complete sentences that tell what managers do.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
3. What Is A Manager?
A. What skills so you currently have that a good manager needs?

B. What skills will you be working on to improve your management
ability this year?
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Assignment:

Assignment #2
Store Management
1. Read handout titled "After Surviving 130,000 Calls from
the Traveling Public," by Jonathon Lee

.A List ten things you can do or learn to make sure that
you do not say or act like one of the people
described.
2. Read the article "World-famous quality expert dead at
93"

.A Quality control

is a process of checks and balances
in the production of a product or service. (For
example, having checkpoints in a car assembly
line) .
.A Write a four paragraph summary on W. Edwards
Deming's contribution to quality control in business
and how he applied it to the Japanese way of doing
business .
.A List five ways how we could apply these principals
to the school store.
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

Read This article on W. Edwards Deming and write a one page summary on his
contribution to quality control in business and how he applied it to the
Japanese way of doing business.
List how we could apply these principals to the school Store.

COVER STORY

World-famous
quality expert
dead at 93
Leader
inspired
miracle
( Japan

By John H!llklrk

USA TODAY

P19

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

Deming until

early '80s
C.atinued from ID

Contributing: Martha..
andJackHawlsoff
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Moore

Assignment Sheet #2
Store Management
Name:
Period: - - - - - - - - - - -

-----------

Answer the following questions using Assignment #2 in the Store
Management Manual.
1. "After Surviving 130,000 Calls for the Traveling Public"
A. List ten things that you can do or learn to make sure that you do not
say or act like one of the people described.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.
10.
2. "World-famous quality control expert dead at 93"
A. Write a four paragraph summary on W. Edwards Deming's
contribution to quality control in business and how he applied it to the
Japanese way of doing business (Use the following page).

(
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B. List five ways how we could apply these principals to the school
store.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Assignment #3
The Nature of Management
Assignment:

1. Read handout "The Nature of Management",
Pages 1-7.
2. Answer Review Questions:

..J.i Page 5,
..J.i Page 7,

1-6
1-10

3. Complete Into Management

..J.i Read the following situations and match them with
a management clue in the box.
4. "How Do You Manage It?"

..J.i Contact a manager of a business that you

are
familiar with or talk with your manager at the
establishment you are employed .
..J,i Complete the following interview by asking them the
questions on the handout and report your findings.

5. Management Functions

..J,i Explain how managers use the following functions.
You can use the student store as an example.
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THE NATURE
OF MANAGEMENT

Role of Managers
Management Defined
Resources Managed
levels of Management
Management Functions

Marketing end Bualneaa LAP 8
(Caroer-Sustalnlng L1v1l)·.
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Assignment #3
The Nature of Management
Assignment:

1. Read handout "The Nature of Management",
Pages 1-7.
2. Answer Review Questions:

.1-J Page 5,
.1-J Page 7,

1-6
1-10

3. Complete Into Management

.1-J Read the following

situations and match them with
a management clue in the box.

4. "How Do You Manage It?"

.1-J Contact a manager of a business that you

are
familiar with or talk with your manager at the
establishment you are employed .
.1-J Complete the following interview by asking them the
questions on the handout and report your findings.

5. Management Functions

.1-J Explain

how managers use the following functions.
You can use the student store as an example.
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b.

F-mancial
-

resources -

Review Questions - A

l. Why can Managers be described as the people in a business who
make things happen'/

c. Material resources -

d. lnforrnalion 2. Lisi three reasons Iha! ii is important for managers to understand the
jobs of the workers !hey manage.

5. Define !he following lenns:
a. Top-level, or exectuive, management

'i::I

w
,.__,

b. Mid-level, or middle, management
3. Define the following tem1s
a. Management c. First-level, or supervisory, management
b. Human resources -

c. Financial resources -

6. Describe the responsibilities of each of the levels of 111anagc111cnl.

<l. Material resources -

e. lnformalion -

4. Lxplarn why bus111esses lllllSI manage t:iU..:h ul'the l{lllow111g 1esoun.:es:
a

11 umau I esourcc:s l.1p w~,h

I J)/(l')/1111

~e2

Review Questions - B
I. What is a function?

4. List three activities included in organizing.

5. What are two reasons that organizing is important.

Define the following tem1s:
a. Managcrnenl functions

6. Cite three activities included in staffing.
'"O

w

w

b. Planning
7. Why is directing important to a business?

c. Organizing
8. What are two characteristics or traits of managers who arc effective
directors?

d. Staffing
9. Describe the storing link that exists between planning and controlling.
e. Directing
I 0. Why should controlling be a1t ongoing process'/

f. Controlling

3. (_ '1tc

thrcL: reasons that pla11111ng 1s i111porla11l lo a b11s1nc!:is.

lap wk,11

ll'i/ll')/1111

C 1995. Mani:ED
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Assignment #4
Time Management
Assignment:

1. Read handout "Time Management",
Pages 1-11.
2. Answer Review Questions:

.!J Page 4, 1-5
.!J Page 6, #1
.!J Page 10, 1-7
3. Complete Time-Management Match-ups

.!J Read the following situations and determine which
time-management technique is being used.
4. Answer the following questions:

.!J Identify some of the things that you would

do if you

had enough time?
.!J Identify some situations in which you or someone
else poorly managed time?
.!J Identify situations that have been stressful for you?
.!J Identify tasks/activities which you have
procrastinated about doing?
.!J Identify examples of activities that you could
delegate to others?
.!J Give examples of how poor communication has
affected you at work or school?
.!J Identify some of your time wasters?
5. Write a three-paragraph statement explaining how you
could use your time as a manager at "The Student
Store" more effectively. Give specific examples to
back up your statements.

P37

P38

2

TIME MANAGEMENT

e 1990

P39

Man,,ED

C 1990 Mano:ED

P40

4

TIME MANAGEMENT

e 1990. Mar1<.EO

P41

o 1990

P42

TIME MANAGEME~ MarKED

6

T!ME MANAGEMENT

P43

P44

P45

P46

10

TIME MANAGEMENT

· '990 Ma,~EC

P47

- ·.·:: \'.l.,\;.::;.::·.•::•. -

P48
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Assignment Sheet #4
Time Management
Name:
Period: - - - - - - - - - 1. Read handout "Time Management"
2. Review Questions-See enclosed handout
3. Time-Management Match-ups--See enclosed handout
4. Answer the following questions in complete sentences.
A. Identify some of the things that you would do if you had enough
time?

B. Identify some situations in which you or someone else poorly
managed time?

C. Identify situations that have been stressful for you?

D. Identify tasks/activities which you have procrastinated about doing?

P49

I

E. Identify examples of activities that you could delegate to others?

F. Give examples of how poor communication has affected you at work
or school?

G. Identify some of your time wasters?

5. Write a three-paragraph statement explaining how you could use your
time as a manager at The Student Store more effectively. Give specific
examples to back up your statements.

P50

~e3
d. Standardizing tasks
Review Questions - A
I. Why is Time an important resource?

e. Communicating effectively

f. Identifying lime wasters
2. Describe three Charateristics of time.

Time Manage,neot
Review Questions - C
I. Why are objectives important?
3. Whal is time management?

"ti
u,

2. Why should priorities be set'/
5. What is the relationship between stress and time management?
3. What is the "ABC" Principle'/

4. What is a "To D0 11 list?

Time Maoageuieor

Review Questions - B
I. For each of the following lime-management lips, identify ways that
you can use it in your life.

a. Avoiding procaslinalion

5. Why is flexibility lo be built into a schedule?

6. How can flexibility be built int-0 a schedule?

b. Dclcgaling activities to others
7. Why sou Id aclivit1cs he rcvil!wcd each Jay?

c. Providing opportunitks for closure
l;ip wksh - 115/11')/00

]

41

e t990. Ma,;:.EO
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Assignment #5
Manager/Supervisor Training
Assignment:

1. Read handout "Manager/Supervisor Training",
Pages 1-11.
2. Answer Review Questions:
~
~
~

Page 4, 1-7
Page 6, 1-12
Page 10, 1-12

3. Complete "What Training and Development"
~

Read the following situations and answer the three
questions about the importance of training.

4. Read "The Case of Citizen's Mutual Bank"
~

Answer the five questions.

5. Complete "No More Training and Development"
~

Answer the questions and help develop a training
process for the economy.

P53
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w.NAGER/SUPERVISOR TRAINING
Ci ,991. Marl<EO

PSS

MANAGER/SUPERVISOR TRAINING

OBJECTIVE A
e,99,. Mart.£0

p56

3

4

Mm>.GEAISUPERVISOR TRAINING
O Ht91. Matx.EO

P57

08JECTiVE 3

OBJECTIVE 8

MANAGER/SUPERVISOR TAAi NING

P58

5

e

OBJECTiVE 3

MANAGER/SUPERVISOR TRAINING
:, 1991. M&r1il.ED

P59

MANAGER/SUPERVISOR TRAINING

OBJECTIVE C

O 1991. MarxED

P60

7

8

OBJECTIVE C

MANAGEM.UPERVISOR TRAINING

e 1991, MarxEO

P61

MANAGER/SUPERVISOR TRAINING

OBJECTIVE C

O 1991. MaIXED

P62

9

10

MANAGER/SUPERVISOR TRAINING

OBJECTIVE C

o 1991. MatkEO

P63

MANAGER/SUPERVISOR TRAINING
Ct99t.Matil.ED
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Assignment Sheet #5
Manager/Supervisor Training
Name:
Period:

-----------------

1. Read handout "Manager/Supervisor Training"
2. Review Questions-See enclosed handout
3. What Training and Development?-See enclosed handout
4. The Case of Citizen's Mutual Bank-See enclosed handout
5. No More Training and Development-See enclosed handout

P65

[ ·.Ma11ager ·S,1pe~l!isor1,~-~i~i~~
Rl'Vi<'w Qnt•s1ions - B

R<'vi{'w Qnrstions - A
I

Describe each of' the following training :md development methods:

Wh:11 is Training?

I. Coaching
2. Whal is development?

2. l lndersludy
1

l,camcr~conlrollcd instruction

4 . .Joh rotation
1_ Why is ii sometimes difTicull In distinguish between Training and
Development?

5. Case Siudics
6. Role playing

4. Who needs Training and dcvclop111cnl?

7. Management Garnes
8. Conrercncc (discussion method)

5. Identify seven situations in which ·training might he needed

9. ln-haskel simulation
I 0. Junior hoards

11. Scnsitivily training
12. Assessment ccnlcrs
<,_ Idcnlify six benefits ofmanagcr/slipcrvisor !raining.

lap wksh - 05/0')/()()

'D
'D
P.;

\Vh:1t is

[

;1

jnh analysi._.,

Hrvicw Qnrsfions - C
ldcnlify four steps to follow in cm~ducting a needs mrnlysis.

7. Whal :ire oh_jcclivcs?

2 Identify three needs-assessment methods which can he found in the

8. What arc three purposes of using ohjcctivcs?

day to day operations of lhc organizat~on.

9. Identify four factors tn consider in assessing instrnctional methods.

1 Identify three needs assessment methods that relate directly lo training

;rnd dcvclnpmcnt needs assessment.

......

IO What is implementation?

4

What arc four factors to consider in selection a needs assessment

111cthod''

11. Why is the use of a checklist for implementation important?

12. Identify four levels or evaluation.
,;; ( 'itc four foctors to he considered ~hen prioritizing needs.

lap wksh · 05/0<J/t)t)
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{) 1996. MarkEO
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~ 1996. Ma~EO

MANAGER/SUPERVISOR TRAINING
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MANAGER/SUPERVISOR "RAINING
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Assignment #6
Communication and Motivation
Assignment:

1. Read handout "Communication and Motivation",
Pages 1-8.
2. Answer Review Questions:
.*iPage4, 1-7
.*i Page 6, 1-4
.*i Page 8, 1-9
3. Handout: Managing Communication

.*i Determine which type of communication method
you would use for each situation.
4. Internal Communications: A Lesson For New
Managers

.*i Read the following case study and then answer the
questions 1-7 at the end of the page.
5. As a manager of 'The Student Store", how can you
and your team members communicate in a positive
way? What strategies can you use?

P71

P72

2

COMMUNICATION AND MOTIVATION

P73

OBJECTIVE A

C 199-4. Manc:EO

P74

COMMUNICATION ANO MOTJV.AT!ON

3

4

COMMUNICATION ANO MOTIVATION

e 1994. Mar11.EO

P75

!l 1994. Mari<;EO

P76

COMMUNICATION ANO MOTIVAT!O"l

5

6

COMMUNICATION ANO MOTIVATION

P77

COMMUNICATION ANO MOTIVATION

03,.ECiiVE C

tl 1994. Mari,;EO

P78

7

8

COMMUNICATION AND MOTIVATION

ti 1994. Mani:EO

P79

Assignment Sheet #6
Communication and Motivation
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Period: - - - - - - - - - 1. Read handout "Communication and Motivation"
2. Review Questions-See enclosed handout
3. Managing Communication--See enclosed handout
4. Internal Communications: A Lesson for New Managers-See enclosed
handout (Answer questions on the back of the handout).
5. As a Manager of "The Student Store", how can you and your team
members communicate in a positive way? What strategies can you
use?
A. How can you and your team members communicate in a positive
way?

B. Strategies

P80

Page 6

Ccommnnication & MotivatiJ1n
RcvleWQDeslions - A

Review :Q!!!,stio!!~ - n

I. Whal is communicaliun'!

I. Describe the following oral commlmu.::at1011 methods:
a. Group meetings

b. Counseling

2. lc..lcnli fy live characleristics of good communicalio11.

c: Grapcv111t.!

>-c,

J. What arc three bc111,;fits or good communication'!
2. Identify one advantage and om:. disadv,mtage associated with thi;
following oral communication methods:

co
~

a. Group meetings
4. Cite three characteristics of bad communication.
b. Counseling

c: (.jrapevme

5. Whal is motivation'!

3. kkntify five types of wrillcn communu.:allons that ca11 be used to
motivate employees.

6. What is the bas it.: rdatwnship of cun1111u11icat1011 and 11w1ivatio11'!

4. What arc liHtr d1sadva11t.1gc~ asz.ioc1alcd wllh written co111111u111c.1t1uw-.· 1
7. ldt:111!1)' thrct..: ways

Ill

which

llic

use ol good

co111111u111cat1011 L·.111

1uot1valc c111phiyccs

l.1p \\k·,li

tllll'llHJ

II

!~c7
7. Explain why lhe use ol'appmpratc language is 1111porlanl when
supervisors arc comnu1111caling w1lh employees.

Rcvtew_:guestlons - c
I. Why are supervisors and managers the pen,ons who arc largely
responsible for the motivation of the work force?

2. Why will people probably fail as supervisors if they lack effective
conununication techniques?

hj

9. What is the best method for suppervisors to use when praising
employees?

I 0. Explain why question number Y is true.

00

N

8. Why do supervisors need lo use' lacl when co111mu111cation with
employees'!

3. Why should supervisors start with themselves when using
communication to motivate employees'!

4. How can supervisors create a positive atmosphere when
communicating with employees?

5. Why should supervisors listen carefully to employees?

6. What do supcrv1sors 11ccd lo plan when
c111ployees"!

co111111u111c1t1011

with

1.qi \\L·,ll

ti°) IJIJ Oil

41
:: 199,4.
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MarkEO
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P84
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Assignment #7
Orienting New Employees
Assignment:

1. Read handout "Orienting New Employees",
Pages 1-10.
2. Answer Review Questions:

.1-J Page 2, 1-2
.i-J Page 4, 1-3
.i-J Page 8, 1-5
.i-J Page 10, 1-6
3. Complete "Orientation?"

.i-J Read

the following situations and answer the four
questions about the importance of orienting new
employees.

4. Complete "Your Orientation Session"

.i-J Prepare and conduct an orientation session for
store operations workers at ''The Student Store." In
other words, how would you orient a new employee
for your job?
.1-J Describe the factors of your plan and the steps that
you would take to implement the orientation.

P86

P87
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ORIENTING NEW EMPLOYEES

OBJECTIVE.!.
ti IS88. revtffd 199-4. Mani;EO

P88

OBJECTIVE 8

ORIENTING NEW EMPLOYEES
tl I 988. rev,,ed 1~ - MarllEO

P89

3

4

=1968. 11'Y'Ud 199-4. ~ED

ORIENTING NEW EMPLOYEES

P90

OBJECTIVE C

ti 1988, rev1Mtd 1994, M1r1!.EO

P91

ORIENTING NEW EMPLOYEES

5

6

ORIENTING NEW EMPLOYEES

e 1988. rev1$0d 1~. Mar'l<.ED

P92

ORIENTING NEW EMPLOYEES

OBJECTIVE C

P93

1

8

ORIENTING NEW EMPLOYEES

c: 1988. revised 1994. Mal'kED

P94

OBJECTIVE D

~

P95

1988 fevl$ed 1994 Mar.:ED

ORIENTING NEW EMPLOYEES

9

10

ORIENTING NEW EMPLOYEES

C 198,!S, r8\'!Md 1994, Mat'II.ED

P96

ORIENTING NEW EMPLOY!:.!:.$
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Assignment Sheet #7
Orienting New Employees
Name:
Period:
1. Read handout "Orienting New Employees"
2. Review Questions-See enclosed handout
3. Orientation?-See enclosed handout
4. Your Orientation Session-You are to prepare and conduct an
orientation session for entry-level workers in your company. You should
describe the factors that you would plan and the steps that you would
take in implementing the orientation.
A. Prepare an orientation session for store operations workers at The
Student Store. In other words, how would you orient a new
employee for the job?

B. Describe the factors of your plan and the steps that you would take
to implement the orientation.

P98

Page 8

u

, ,,

u:::1111111:; , ,cu , .... , ,.., cc,

1

1

,1

Orienting New Employees

1

Review Questions - C

Review Questions - A

I. Whal five factors should you consider when planning a job

I. Whal is job orientation'/

orientation program?

2. Explain five benefits of thorough, realistic job orientations.
2. Identify three factors which affecl the content of the job orientation
program.
"C

'°
'°

Orienting New Employees
Review Questions - B

3. What is the purpose of a job orientation check list'/

I. What infonnation should he included in the overview of your
company?
4. List three factors lo consider when selecting the facilities for the Joh
2. What ·types of company policies and procedures should you discuss

orientation.

with new employees?

.1. Identify four major poi11ts about their specific job assignments which
should he discussed with and/or shown new employees.

5. Whal arc three commonly used instructional methods or techniques

for a job orientation?

l;,p wksh · 05/tl'J/tltl

--~

43
c1W. Mar'i!.EE>
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Assignment #8
Handling Employee Complaints
Assignment:

1. Read handout "Handling Employee Complaints",
Pages 1-8.
2. Answer Review Questions:

.l"J Page 4,
.l"J Page 7,

1-5
1-2

3. Who's Complaining?

.l"J Use an example that you

have encountered while
working at The Student Store or at a work
experience.

4. You're Outta Here!

.l"J Read the following

situation and then write a script
or dialog on how you think the supervisor or
manager should handle the employee's complaint.
.l"J Use the information in the reading about the five
basic steps in handling employee complaints and
the evaluation criteria.
5. As a manager of 'The Student Store", what steps could
you take to problem solve if you encounter a complaint
from a co-worker?
6. Complete the practice test-Handling Employee
Complaints: Parts I and II (See Evaluation Criteria).

PlOl

Pl02

•

HANDLING EMPLOYEE COMPLAINTS

il:> 1997. Marl<ED

Pl03

MN LAP 45

HANDLING EMPLOYEE COMPLAINTS •

MN LAP 45 <1l 1997 Marl<EO

Pl04

•

~ 1997. MarkED

HANDLING EMPLOYEE COMPLAINTS

Pl05

. MN LAP 45

HANDLING EMPLOYEE COMPLAINTS •

MN LAP 45 © 1997. MarkEO
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HANDLING EMPLOYEE COMPLAINTS

Pl07

Mar1<EO

MN LAP 45

HANDLING EMPLOYEE COMPLAINTS •

MN LAP 45 © 1997.MarkED

P108

[ MarilED)
HANDLING EMPLOYEE COMPLAINTS
Management LAP 45 • Marketing Supervisor Level
1375 King Ave. • P.O. Box 12279 • Columbus. Oh-,o 43212-0279
(614) 486-6708
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Assignment Sheet #8
Handlinq Employee Complaints
Name:
Period:

-----------------

1. Read handout "Handling Employee Complaints"
2. Review Questions-See enclosed handout
3. Who's Complaining?-See enclosed handout
4. You're Outta Here!-See enclosed handout
5. As a manager of The Student Store, what steps could you take to
problem solve if you encounter a complaint from a co-worker?

Give an Example.

6. Practice Test: Parts I and II-See enclosed handout

PllO

Page 9

IHandling Employee C~>roplain~ I
Revie~ Q_uestions - A

Review Questions - ll

I. Define the following lem1s:

I. Identify the problem-solving process that can be used to resolve
employee complaints.

a. Complaint

2. Identify spencific actions that management could take to accomplish

b. Grievance

each of the following:

--'"C

2. List four techniques managers use to encourage employee input into a
complaint process.

I a.

Identify the actual problem

b. Consider solutions
3. Identify live, major categories of employee complaints.

c. Select the best solution

d. Implement the solution

4. List four reasons that complaints arc i111portanl.

e. Follow-up

5. Cite four ramifications ofnonaction by management lo resolve
employee complaints.

l.1p w,,h

01/ll'!/IIII

29

Pl 12

30
ti 19&11. ~ 1995. Ml/'IIEO

Pll3

33
0

Pll4

1!JM,

.

rrt!Md 1995, M#kED

•
34
C 1911, 11'V!Ud lffl, M..-..EO

Pll5

Pll6

Assignment #9
Staff Motivation

II
Assignment:

1 . Read handout "Staff Motivation",
Pages 1-15.
2. Answer Review Questions:

.J,., Page 3, 1-5
.},., Page 10, 1-3
.},., Page 13, 1-3
3 . Complete The James Case
.},., Read the case and answer the three questions in
complete sentences.
4 . Motivation?
.},., Examine the motivational climate of the Student
Store. Then give five recommendations of things
you would do to improve the motivational climate.
5. You On Motivation
.},., Apply what you have learned about motivation to
your own job situation either in the Student Store or
after school job.
6. Complete the practice test-Staff Motivation

Pll 7

II

Pll8

2

ST>.FF MOTIVAT10N

c1n1.u.neo

Pll9

oBJecr:ve A

STAFF MCmVATION

OBJECTIVE A

01;;1,Marld:O

Pl20

J

4

STAFF MOTIVATION

01991.~D

OSJECTIV'i: 6

-.

P121

__

._,;.,

STAFF MCll1\I ATION

:)SJECT!VE B

01991.~

P122

6

ST.A.FF MOTIVATION

C UXl1, MliltSO

PI23

OBJECTIVES

STAFF MOTIVATION

OBJECTIVE B

C 1091, MwkEO

Pl24

7

a

STAFF MOTIVATION

C10'.i1.Mn.EO

Pl25

OBJECTIVE 3

STAFF MOTIVATION

OBJECTIVE B

01Nt,Matld:O

P126

, •

10

STAFF MOTIVATION

O 19'91, Marv.ED

Pl27

OBJECTIVE B

OBJECTIVE C

01091,MwkED

Pl28

12

OBJECTIVE C

STAFF MOTIVATION

0 HIQ1. Mll1!£0

Pl29

STAFFMOT1VATION

e 1N1, """1tEO

::OBJECTIVE C

Pl30

1'
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STAFF MOTIVATION

C 1R91, M.nEO

Pl31

STAFF MOTIVA T10N

Pl32
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Assignment Sheet #9
Staff Motivation
Name:
Period:

1. Read handout "Staff Motivation"
2. Review Questions-See enclosed handout

3. The James Case-See enclosed handout
4. Motivation?-See enclosed handout

5. You On Motivation-See enclosed handout
6. Practice Test-See enclosed handout

Pl33

I

I

Par JO

I

Staff Motivation

Staff Motivation

Kcvicw Questions - B
Explain the nature or the follow mg content theories or mouvat,on:

Review "uestions
---~---Y._.
_ _ __

A
I. Define lhc term Molivation.

a. Maslow's llicrachy of needs.

2. Cite three benefits or employee motivation.

b. Alderlds Existence· Relatedness· Growth ERG Theory.
>-o
w
~

3. List three steps in karning to motivate employees.

-IS-

c. Herzbcrg's Two - h1ctor Theory

4. Distinguish between the nature of the Theory X Motivation and that
of Theory Y Motivation.

<l. McClcll..m,.11s Power - Afliliation - Achievement Thcory.

5. Why 1s it important for supcrvisors/managcrs to rccog11i,.c the new
2. Explam the natu1c of the li.11lowing process thconcs or 111011vat1011,
a. Equity theory

values of workers?

h 1~xpcct.111cy thcrny
I.qi \\ f....,li

()}'()!) ()(I

-]

Page 11
· Review Questions - ('
I. I low docs a supervisors personal behavior and 1nllucncc aflCcl
employee motivation?

c. Goal-selling thc.:ory

2. How can the three clements --- the irnlivit.lual worker, the job and the
job setting --- affect any particular approach lo motivation?
"O
~

w

V,

3. Explain the nature of Reinforcement theory.

3. List six examples of employee reward that might mutivatt.-: employees.

I[

Staff Motivation

___l

l.tp \\ ~ ... 11

(h

()l)/()()
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C 1991. reVIMd 1995. Marl(ED
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;i 1991. r11V1sed 1995, Mal'kEO
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C \991. reVlffd 1995, Mat1i;EO

P138
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t) 1991 revised 1995. Mar!IEO

Pl39

43
C 1991. iev,sed 1995. Man:EO
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Assignment #10
Training and Human Resource Development
Assignment:

1. Read handout "Training and Human Resource
Development", Pages 1-6.
2. Answer Review Questions:

..*i Page 3,
..*i Page 4,
..*i Page 6,

1-4
1-7
1-3

3. Situation Analysis: Training and Development

..*i Read the following

situations and select one for
which you will answer the four questions in
complete sentences.

4. Downtown Department Store

..*i Read

the following case and answer the four
questions in complete sentences.

5. Training and Development in Your Occupation

..*i Use the Student Store as your occupational area to
complete the assignment.
6. What are your Training Needs?

..*i Use The Student Store as the organization to
complete the assignment.

P\41

Pl42

OB..lECTiVE A

P143

TAANNG ANO HUMAN AESOUACS. DEVELOPMENT

P144

3

4

·::.A,NING A.NO !-'VMAN RESOURCE ::EI/EL::P~ENT

Pl45

TRAINING ANO HUMAN RESOURCE CEVELCP\JE:NT

Pl46

S

I

a

T!=IAIN1NG ANO HUMAN J:l:ES0URCE DEVELOPMENT

Pl47

Assignment Sheet #10
Training and Human Resource Development
Name:
Period:
1. Read handout "Training and Human Resource Development"
2. Review Questions-See enclosed handout
3. Situation Analysis: Training and Development-See enclosed handout
4. Downtown Department Store-See enclosed handout
5. Training and Development in Your Occupation-See enclosed handout
6. What are Your Training Needs?-See enclosed handout

Pl48

~f 12

Training & H un1an Resource
Devlopment

I

Training & Human Resource
Devlopment

I. Whal is meant by training and development'/

Review Questions - B
I. What are the two major sources of training and development'/

2. List four factors affecting a compny's training and development

2. Whal is the most common type of employee training?

Rcvie~ Questions - A

program.

-

'O
-1"-

\D

3. Identify three reasons that training and development are important.

3. What is an internship?

4. When is group training useful?

4. Cite eight benefits of training and human resource development.
5. List three examples of outside course.

7. ldcnllfy llm.:t,; sponsors urworbhops and sc111111ars

L,p ws,h

11:\lll'JitHI

Pa c 13

9

~~~~~~~---~~--~'i

Training & H un1an Resource
Devlooment
Review Queslions - C
I. ldcn1ify live responsib11i1ics of managemenl for !raining and
dcvclopmenl.

"cl

2. When should managemcnl provide lraining and dcvclopmenl.

V,

0

3. Whal faclors afti,cl !he seleclion oflhe type oflraining and
development lo offer.

I.qi

\\~-.Ji

()')'()t)!()(I

•

MN LAP 42

31
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Training and Human
Resource Development
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Training and Human
Resource Development
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Assignment #11
Building Employee Morale
Assignment:

1. Read handout "Building Employee Morale",
Pages 1-10.
2. Answer Review Questions:

.A Page 3,
.A Page 6,
.A Page 9,

1-9
1-9
1-8

3. May I Take Your Order, Please?

.A Read the following

situations and answer the five
questions in complete sentences.

4. The Goldenbaum Case

.A Read the following

case and answer the two
questions in complete sentences.

5. How's Morale?

.A Use the Student Store as your situation/occupation
to complete the assignment.
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Assignment Sheet #11
Building Employee Morale
Name:
Period: - - - - - - - - - 1. Read handout "Building Employee Morale"
2. Review Questions-See enclosed handout
3. May I Take Your Order, Please?-See enclosed handout
4. The Goldenbaum Case-See enclosed handout
A. Discuss each action in terms of each of the following questions
1. What short-term positive or negative effects would you expect this
action to have on employee morale? Why?

2. What long-term effects would you predict for this action? Why?

5. How's Morale?-See enclosed handout
P166

Par 14
Building •~mployee Morale
Review Questions - A
I. Employee moral is the employees' ____
their jobs and the business for which they work.

I

toward

9. How docs employee morale affect the company's image in the
community?

2. Moral rellects the degree to which employees perceive their jobs as

Building Employee Morale

3. Although the morale factor is always present in the work-place, when
is management more apt to think about it?

°''"O

.__,

Review Questions - B
I. Name the three major categories of job factors that inllucnce
employee morale.
·
4. How docs a basic telling of conlenlmcnl or belonging affect
employees'/

2. Some employees need variety in the JOh they perform, while others

need

5. How does employee morale alkct productivity'!

lo be satisfied.

3. lfyou can tic earnings to performance, you may lind that employees

6. According to research,--------·-·--- ___ to
_______________ percent of
employees find fault with something related to their jobs.

to whom ____________ this important will be challenged to work
harder.

4. Name five aspects of thcr job that afli.:ct employee morale.
7. Whal is the Hawthorne I,ffect'!

8. The pro~p1xt of lowcnng employee ahscntec1s111 and turnover 1s a

or high morale.

5. Whal arc four aspccls ofwo1k11ig co11d1t1011s !hat atfct:1 employee
moral?

1.,p \\ k:-.li

O'i'l l'J/111 I

J

Page 15

6. What is the comprehensive factor that assesses your effectiveness as a
supervisor?

I 3.

7. Whal arc four management factors that influenece employee morale?

I

8. Identify three employee considerations that affect moral on the job.

I assessment of employees' abilities'/

What does management's role;in building morale include?

4. How can supervisors improve.employee morale through
communication?

5. What are six ways that management can improve morale through

"1J
~

a,
00

6. Discuss eight of the individual differences that managers might
recognize to improve employee morale.

9. Identify three personal factors in the lives of employees that affect
their morale on the job.

Building Employee Morale

7. What is team - building'/

Review Questions - C'
I. What arc six danger signals which otlcn rclcct low morale?

8. liow can team participation raise employee morale'!
2. Name three ways that the m:magcr can "take a n.:ad111g" 011 the morale
lll' the orga11i1.at1on.

1.ip

II

h,11 11,m•J/llll

39
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Assignment #12
Building Clientele

II
Assignment:

1. Read handout "Building Clientele",
Pages 1-8.
2. Answer Review Questions:
~

~

Page 4, 1-7
Page 7, 1-11

3. Sharon Jones at Willamette Industries?
~

Read the following situations and answer the three
questions in complete sentences.

4. Dreamland Travel Agency
~

Read the following case and answer the three
questions in complete sentences.

5. Building Your Clientele
~

Use the Student Store as your situation/occupation
to complete the assignment.

6. What My Customers Mean to Me
~

Use The Student Store as your situation/occupation
to complete the assignment.

Pl 72
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OBJEC'/E A
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OBJECTIVE 8
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BUILDING CUENTELE
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Assignment Sheet #12
Building Clientele
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Period: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1. Read handouf"Building C:lientele"
2. Review Questions-See enclosed handout
3. Sharon Jones at Willamette lndustries?-See enclosed handout
4. Dreamland Travel Agency-See enclosed handout
5. Building Your Clientele-See enclosed handout
6. What My Customers Mean to Me-See enclosed handout

P181

Pa1r6

Building Clientele

Building Clientele

Review Questions - A
I. Define the tcm1 clientcle.

Review Questions - B
I. List four personality characteristics needed by salespeople to build a
clientele.

2. Whal is goodwill'/

2. What is reflected by an attitude of service?

3. How does goodwill relate to building a clientele'/

3. Identify four ways that sales people demonstrate an attitude of
service.

>-i:J
~

00

N

4. Who is at the heart of a business's efforts to reach customers?
4. What .ire three general kinds of activities that contribute to clicnt-

building?

5. Identify four benefits to business of building a clientele.
5. Identify three examples of company-provided leads.
6. List five ways that sales people benefit from building a clientcle.
6. What are three examples of external sources of leads?

7. Cite three costs that might be incurred by businesses for failing to

7. What arc two sources of personal sources of leads?

build a clientelc.

8. What is the purpose of a fact-liuding 111cetrng?

l.tp \\' h ~11
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Assignment #13
Handling Customer Complaints
Assignment:

1. Read handout "Handling Customer Complaints",
Pages 1-7.
2. Answer Review Questions:
./.:, Page 5, 1-5
./.:, Page 7, 1-3
3. True/False Correction
./.:, Read the following statements and determine if they
are true or false. If the answer is false, rewrite the
sentence to make it true.
4. Complaints, Complaints, Complaints
./.:, Choose one of the three situations and write a
script explaining how you would handle the
complaint.
5. Posttest
./.:, Complete Part I only.
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Assignment Sheet #13
Handling Customer Complaints
Name:
---------Period: - - - - - - - - - 1. Read handout "Handling Customer Complaints"
2. Review Questions-See enclosed handout
3. True/False Correction-See enclosed handout
4. Complaints, Complaints, Complaints-See enclosed handout
A. Which Situation did you choose? 1

2

3

B. Write a script explaining how you would handle the situation. Include
guideline for handling customer complaints in the reading.

5. Posttest-See enclosed handout
Pl96

Page 17

-.

-~""

Handling Customer Complaints J
Review Questions - B
I. Define lhe lenn policy.

/
2. Define lhe lcm1 procedure.

3. ldenlify five guidelines for handling cuslomers complainls.

'"O
~

__,
"°

Handling Customer Complaints

J

Review Questions - A
I. Whal is a complain!?

2. Whal is a hidden complain!?

3. ldenlily five cosls of complainls.

4. List lhrce major reasons for customer compla111ts.

5. What arc lhrcc major bcnclits of handling cuslumcr complai11ls
succc~sli1lly?
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Assignment #14
Nature of Accounting

II
Assignment:

1. Read handout "Nature of Accounting",
Pages 1-8.
2. Answer Review Questions:

J:, Page 4, 1-5
J:, Page 7, 1-12
3. Handout: Accounting Know-How (pages 37-38)

J:, Crossword puzzle.
4. Organizing a Fundraiser

J:, Read the following case about fundraisers and
answer the questions 1-8 at the end of the page.
5. As a manager of The Student Store, why is it important
that you know about accounting functions?
6. How would you use an income statement and balance
sheet?
7. Complete the posttest on pages 47-50
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Assignment Sheet #14
Nature of Accounting
Name: - - - - - - - - - Period: - - - - - - - - - 1. Read handout "Nature of Accounting"
2. Review Questions-See enclosed handout
3. Accounting Know-How-See enclosed handout
4. Organizing a Fundraiser-See enclosed handout
5. As a Manager of The Student Store, why is it important that you know
about accounting functions?

6. How would you use an income statement and balance sheet in the
student store?

7. Posttest-See enclosed handout
P214
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Parl 18

•

Nature of Accounting_

d. Government

Rcvic"'.__ Questions - A
I. Whal is accounting'!

2. Compare the accounting records maintained by large businesses Loo
those maintained by small businesses.

3. Why is accounting important lo business?
'd

N

V,

4. Explain each ofLhe following ways that accounting infonnation is
used to maintain financial control:
a. Keeping track of what's happening in the business

b. Planning for the future of the business.

5. Explain how each of the following groups or individuals makes use of
accounting data:
·
a. Managers

b. Investors

c. ( ·n..:dllors

Lip \\

h.·,li

lh 1t1 1)'00

[

Par 19

Nature of Accounting
I 8. Define the following tenns:

Rc".icw _Qucslions · B
I. What is an accounting system?

a. Assets
b. Liabilities

2. Why do businesses need accounting systems?

c. Net worth

3. Why <lo businesses need their accounting systems to record accurate
information and lo keep it up lo date'/

°'

9. Complete the following formula calculated when work mg with
balance sheets:
Assets· liabilities=

'cl
N

I 0. What is another name for an income statement?
4. List five requirements of an accounting system.

11. Whal is the purpose of the income statements'/
· 5. Distinguish between cash accounting and accrual accounting.

12. In looking at an im;omc statement, you can determine how much
money a business has made or by subtracting ___________ -~-- ___ from
6. Describe the following steps in the accounting process:
a. Recording information

b. Classifying information

c. Summarizrng infonnatiu11

7. What 1s the..: purpose ofa balance shed?

bp \\ ~~11
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Assignment #15
Managing Diversity in the Workplace
Assignment:

1. Read handout "Managing Diversity in the Workplace",
Pages 1-10.
2. Answer Review Questions:
~ Page 4, 1-5
~

Page 6, 1-4
~Page 9, 1-10
3. Handout: That's Not Fair! (pages 37-38)
~

Decide if the statement is fair and then explain why.

4. Is It Equitable?
~

Contact a business of your choice, set up an
appointment, and ask them the following questions.
~ Write a three paragraph summary about your
findings.
5. Diversity in the Workplace Scattergories
~

Answer the questions 1-12 with a statement.

6. As a manager of The Student Store, reflect on the
male-female makeup of the work force. Discuss any
differences you have noticed in the types of jobs held
by males versus females. Have you detected any
trends in the nature of the jobs held by females?
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OBJECTIVE C
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Assignment Sheet #15
Managing Diversity in the Workplace
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Period:
1. Read handout "Managing Diversity in the Workplace"
2. Review Questions-See enclosed handout
3. That's Not Fair!-See enclosed handout
4. Is It Equitable-See enclosed handout
A. Write a three paragraph summary about the business you contacted
and the way they handle diversity.

P235

5. Diversity in the Workplace Scattegories-See enclosed handout
6. As a manager of The Student Store, reflect on the male-female makeup
of the work force. Discuss any differences you have noticed in the types
of jobs held by males versus females. Have you detected any trends in
the nature of the jobs held by females?

P236

~~20
F. The Immigration Act of 1990.

Managing Diversity in the Work
J>Iace
Review~lions - A

g. The Civil Rights Act or 1991.
J

I. Explain how the following demographic lactors have affected the
diversity or the work force:

h. The Family and Medical I.cave Act of 1993.

4. Why is it important to manage diversity'!

a. An increase in immigrants

5. What arc four goals that businesses might have for managing
diversity?

b. An increase in minorities.
c. An increase in the number of working women.
"ti
N

w
___,

d. An increase in the number of older workers.

Managing Diversity in the Work
Place

e. A reduction in the number of educated/skilled workers.
f. An increase in the number of worker with disabilities.

Review Questions - B
2. How have attitudianal factors contributed to diversity in the work
place?

I. How does the size of a business affect the way in which it manages
diversity'/

3. Explain the purpose o each of the following laws:
2. Would it be easier to manage diversity

a. The Civil Rights Act or 1964.

111

a bus111ess

Ill

which worki.:rs

arc given independent assignments or in a busincsss in which teamwork

b. The Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967.

is essential?

c. The Pregnancy Discrnnination Act of 1978.

Why?
J. The lmmigralion Rdi.lrn1 and <. 'ontrnl Act or J lJOC,.

c. Thc An1c11ca11s W1tll D1sab1li11cs Act l)f 1')')0 (ADA)

l.1p \\l,...,]i

O'l'(l'Jil()

Page 21
3. Explain how the following factors affect the way in which a business
6. Whal purpose is served by having wrillen equity policies and
manages diversity:
procedures?
a. Legal requirements.
b. Current business policies.
c. Composition of the work force.

7. Why must management ensure compliance with equity legislation?

4. Why should managers communicate their position on equity issues to
employees?

8. Why should employees receive equity training?

9. How can videos be used as effective instructional tools?
"O
N

<.,.)

00

Managing Diversity in the Work
Place

10. What arc two reasons for monitoring/evaluating progress in ensuring

equitable opportunities for employees?

Review Questions - dC
I. Whal arc five ways that management could assess equity needs?

2. Whal is the overall puq1ose of equity goals?

3. Identify four examples of equity goals.

4. Why should managc1m.:nl demonstrate a commitment to equity'!

5. Why should employees be c11couragcd to partic1pale m making
changes lhat affect equity'!

l.tp \d, ... 1i ())/() 1)/()()
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Assignment #16
Initiative

II
Assignment:

1. Read handout "Initiative",
Pages 1-8.
2. Answer Review Questions:

.#:i Page 3, 1-5
.#:i Page 5, 1-2
.#:i Page 7, 1-4
3. Sentence Completion

.#:i Identify the word which best completes the following
sentences.
4. Mistaken Impression?

.#:i Read the case and answer the two questions in
complete sentences.
5. Do You Agree?

.#:i Indicate whether you agree or disagree with
statements 1-15
6. What's My Job?

.#:i Read the case and answer the four questions in
complete sentences.
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Assignment Sheet #16
Initiative
Name:
Period:

1. Read handout "Initiative"
2. Review Questions-See enclosed handout
3. Sentence Completion-See enclosed handout

4. Mistaken lmpression?-See enclosed handout
5. Do You Agree?-See enclosed handout

6. What's My Job?-See enclosed handout
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Review .Questions - A

Review Questions -B

I. Whal is the definition of Initiative'!

L W11y is i,:itiative important to employees'!

2. Briefly describe the relationship between independence and

initiative.
2. List IO benefits that might result from showing initiative at work.

>-o

N

V,

3. Why is it important to demonstrate initiative consistently?

4. What is the meaning of the term interdependent'!

5. List IO personal qualities that seem lo be closely related to
initiative.

..
==========l=lll==.t=l=.a=u=.=y=e==========,i111 :or'~.entify al least 10 ways that you can demonstrate initiative al
,

"'II

.Rc.ril:ll'._Questions - C
1. Is it possible to show too much initiative al work'/ If so, what are
some consequences'/

2. Whal step should you always take before deciding

10

initiative?

'o
N

V,

N

3. As a new employee, or an employee in a new position, what is you
first responsibility?
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THE EAGLES LANDING
MANAGER TRACKING SHEET
Record the number of minutes (approximate) for each of the tasks you complete during the week. lf you are working o~ a regularly assigned task, circle or
highlight il and record the number of minutes you worked on it in the blank next to it. If you are working on a project or task that is not listed, write it in and enter
the number of minutes per day. If you are absent ... mark absent. Be sure to sum them up daily and weekly.

Period:

Manager Name:

Monday: April 29, 2002
_ _ _ Balance till
_ _ _ Call in order
_ _ _ Deposit
_ _ _ Espresso
____

Clean office
Pretzels
Assignment
DECA

_ _ _ POS reports
_ _ _ Log hours
_ _ _ Advertising

_ _ _ Scheduling

Week of:

_ _ _ Bake-bag cookies

_ _ _ Cleaning/dishwasher
_ _ _ Count change fund
_ _ _ Over/Under report

April 29-May3, 2002

_ _ _ Stock-Face Coolers
_ _ _ Receive Merchandise

_ _ _ Do loventory/Reports

_ _ _ Bagels
Shift Manager
- - - Changefund
_O_Absent
Total Minutes today

>-o
N

V,

00

Tuesday: April 30, 2002
_ _ _ Balance till
_ _ _ Call in order
_ _ _ Deposit
_ _ _ Espresso

Clean office
Pretzels
Assignment
DECA

_ _ _ POS reports
_ _ _ Log hours
_ _ _ Advertising

_ _ _ Bake-bag cookies
_ _ _ Cleaning/dishwasher
_ _ _ Count change fund

_ _ _ Scheduling

_ _ _ Over/Under report

_ _ _ Stock-Face Coolers
_ _ _ Receive Merchandise

_ _ _ Do Inventory/Reports

_ _ _ Bagels
_ _ _ Shift Manager
Change fund
_O_Absent

_ _ _ _ _ _ Total Minutes today

Wednesday: May 1, 2002
_ _ _ Balance till

Clean office

_ _ _ POS reports

_ _ _ Bake-bag cookies

_ _ _ Call in order
_ _ _ Deposit

Pretzels
Assignment

_ _ _ Log hours

_ _ _ Cleaning/dishwasher

_ _ _ Stock-Face Coolers
_ _ _ Receive Merchandise

_ _ _ Do Inventory/Reports

DECA

_ _ _ Advertising
_ _ _ Scheduling

_ _ _ Count change fund

_ _ _ Espresso

_ _ _ Over/Under report

_ _ _ Bagels
- - - Shift Manager
- - : - - Change fund
_0_Absent

_______ Total Minutes today

Thursday: May 2, 2002
_ _ _ Balance till
_ _ _ Call in order
_ _ _ Deposit

_ _ _ Espresso

Clean office
Pretzels
Assignment

DECA

_ _ _ POS reports
_ _ _ Log hours

_ _ _ Bake-bag cookies

_ _ _ Advertising

_ _ _ Cleaning/dishwasher
_ _ _ Count change fund

_ _ _ Scheduling

_ _ _ Over/Under report

_ _ _ Stock-Face Coolers
_ _ _ Rec~ive Merchandise
_ _ _ Do lriventory/Reports

_ _ _ Bagels

_ _ _ Shift Manager
_ _ _ Change fund
_O_Absent
Total Minutes today

Friday: May 3, 2002
___
___
___
___

Balance till
Call in order
Deposit
Espresso

_ _ _ Clean office

_ _ _ POS reports

_ _ _ Pretzels

_ _ _ Log hours
_ _ _ Advertising

_ _ _ Assignment

DECA

_ _ _ Scheduling

___
___
___
___

Bake-bag cookies
Cleaning/dishwasher
Count change fund
Over/Under report

_ _ _ Stock-Face Coolers
_ _ _ Rece'ive Merchandise
_ _ _ Do Inventory/Reports

_ _ _ Bagels
_ _ _ Shift Manager

O

Change fund
Absent

Total Mmutes today
• In order to earn full credit you must add up your hours for each day and week.

_ _ _ _ _ _ Total Minutes for
week
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KLAHOWYA SECONDARY SCHOOL
MARKETING SCHOOL STORE
GRADING SHEET
PROGRAM: Marketing Education

INSTRUCTOR/COORDINATOR: K. Johannessen

STUDENT NAME:
RATED BY: Instructor/Student

'ti
N

SCHOOL: KLAHOWYA

COMPANY NAME: KSS Student Store
INSTRUCTOR SIGNATURE: - - - - - - - -

DATE: - - - - - - STUDENT: _ _ _ _ __

COMMENTS:

0
°'

1. JOB PERFORMANCE

a. Knowledge of Job

Below
Average
D Does not try D Pays little
attention
to learn
Unsatisfactory

Average

D Needs
Supervision

Above
Average
D Understands
work

Superior

D Knowsjob
well

b. Accuracy

D Extremely
careless

D Frequently
careless

D Shows
average
care

D Is careful

D Does good
quality work

c. Accomplishment

D Very slow

D Slower than
average

D Satisfactory

D Works
rapidly

D Fast and
efficient"

d. Work Habits

D Wastes
Time

D Needs
close
supervision

D Usually
reliable

D Is reliable

D Is industrious

/~

I

~

-·
2. JOB ATTITUDE
0 Difficult to
Is
handle
Antagonistic

O Usually gets 0 Cooperates
wmingly
along

0 Gets along
well with
others

a. Cooperation

0

b. Initiative

0 No initiative

0 Requires
urging

O Does
routine work

0

Fairty
resourceful

c. Courtesy

0 Has been
discourteous

0 Not
Particularty
courteous

O Usually
polite but
not
considerate

0

0 Very
Is
Courteous/
Courteous/
considerate
Considerate

0 Extremely
careless

0 Neglects
appearance

0 Is passable
in
appearance

0

Looks neat
most of the
time

0 Frequently
absent (4-5
per week)

0 Not regular
In
Attendance
13 per week

0 Dependable 0 Never
O Usually
(1 per week)
absent
Dependable
(0
per week)
(2 per week)

>,j

N

0\
>-'

0. Looks for
things to
learn

3. PERSONAL
APPEARANCE
a. Neatness and Personal
Care

4. ATTENDANCE

0

Excellent
appearance

WEEKLY LETTER GRADE:
*Please sign and date above.
''Choose the two lowest ranking criteria and indicate how you can improve your performance on a separate sheet of
paper.

CHAPTERS

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

The purpose of this project was to develop a model Marketing Education/Store
Management program for Klahowya Secondary School. The model program was
designed for implementation with second year (grades 11-12) marketing education
students at Klahowya Secondary School, Central Kitsap School District, Silverdale,
Washington. To accomplish this purpose a review ofliterature was conducted.
Additionally, related information and materials from selected sources were obtained and
analyzed, including a survey that was sent to marketing education teachers in the State of
Washington.

Conclusions

Conclusions reached as a result of this project were:
1. Integrating a Store Management program into a high school is important

because business leaders have stressed the importance of learning leadership
and experiencing hands-on work-based skills.
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2.

Implementing a Store Management program that aligns to the essential
learnings four state learning goals must promote reading, writing, and math to
help students be successful on the WASL.

3. Performance-based assessment that is authentic in nature and provides clear
learning targets have been proven to be an effective link to real world work
situations.
4. In addition to conducting traditional ERIC research additional valuable
information about Marketing Education can be obtained from school districts
with similar programs.
5. Incorporation ofDECA into a Marketing Education program provides many
opportunities for students to expand their knowledge of the business field
through leadership, civic consciousness, vocational understanding, and social
development.

Recommendations

As a result of this project, the following recommendations have been suggested:

1. To integrate an effective marketing education program into the high school
level, students need more than instructional techniques to fulfill the workbased learning requirement. The program must include a student store
laboratory, job training, and leadership.
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2. To prepare students for the W ASL test, marketing education programs must
integrate the district essential learnings and be prepared to engage their
students in reading, writing, and math.
3. To provide an effective performance-based assessment, marketing education
teachers need to prepare their students for the assessment by sharing the
objectives and targets of the authentic assessment.
4. To assure Marketing Education programs in Washington State stay current
with Washington State Standards, instructors need to stay in constant
communication through email, conferences, and DECA meetings.
5. Maintain an active DECA chapter along with a Marketing Education program
to assure students are experiencing all aspects of business through leadership,
job training, classroom, and student store laboratory.
6. To assure ongoing development and visibility of the Model Marketing
Education/Store Management Program for Klahowya Secondary School, the
marketing/citizens advisory committee will be invited to assist in
implementing the marketing plan detailed in Appendix D.
7. School districts seeking to develop a Marketing Education/Store Management
program may wish to adapt and utilize the materials from this project, or
undertake further research in the field of marketing education to meet their
unique needs.
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APPENDIX A

KLAHOWYA MARKETING COURSE CATALOG
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MARKET1N6 EDUCATION
The primary goal of the Marketing program is to develop an interest and understanding of the
world of work whether students plan to enter college after high school, enroll in a training
program or enter the world of work. Entry-level classes focus on an understanding of business,
human relations, teamwork, and leadership. Advanced courses focus on placing students m
paying jobs within the community and developing related skills in a chosen retail field.
Students taking courses in Marketing Education prepare themselves for work throughout the retail
industry. This includes department stores, theaters and various industries including apparel and
fashion, banking and credit, grocery business, restaurant and recreation, automotive sales and
parts industries, transportation and travel markets. All Marketing Education courses satisfy
Occupational or Elective credit requirements.
V06301
Grades: 10-12

Marketing/Store Operations

1 Year
Credit: I

This class will provide students with a strong understanding of retail operations in business by
working hands-on in the student store. Students will demonstrate knowledge of merchandising
by selecting products to be sold through marketing research and by working daily in the store and
at the espresso machine. Students will also learn inventory management, customer service skills,
cash register skills, and business leadership styles. This class is a yearlong commitment. The
students may be involved in the local Distributive Education Clubs of America (DECA) chapter.
Work experience credit is available in conjunction with this course.
V06302
Grades: 11-12

Marketing/Store Management

1 Year
Credit: 1

Prerequisite: Completion of Marketing/Store Operations suggested
Store Management is an advanced marketing class designed for those students who have
successfully completed one year of store operations. Students will be provided the opportunity to
learn business management through academic learning and hands on management. Students will
serve as members of the Management Decision Making Team, guiding their peers and
implementing operational procedures. Students taking this course are expected to take a
leadership role in the many community activities the marketing class participates in. They will
also be active members of the Distributive Education Clubs of America (DECA). As managers,
there will be after school meetings to facilitate the decision making process. Each manager will
be responsible for a project and the direction of others. Each manager will also prepare a written
manual for the course and DECA programs. Work experience credit is available in conjunction
with this course.
V06305
Grades: 10-12

Marketing aud Retailiug Ti-aining Work Experience

1 Semester -1 Year
Credit: .5 - I

Credit will be granted to working students who complete on-the-job training in the retailing field.
Students must be enrolled in another marketing class, be 16 years old, and able to provide their
own transportation to and from work. Strict attendance is stressed along with following
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directions, getting along with employers and employees, and being responsible. The teacher will
assist students in finding retail work in the business community.
V063JO

Marketing

Oil

the Mall

Grades: 11-12

1 Year
Credit: 1

Prerequisite: Completion of Store Management suggested
This course provides students with an advanced understanding business ownership. Students will
develop knowledge oflocation, promotion, customer service, business operations, and leadership
in the mall business setting. Students will have the opportunity to make management decisions
by ordering products, stocking shelves, promoting products, operating cash registers, and taking
part in store security. Work experience credit is available through this course.
V06312

Marketi11g/I11troductio11 to Business

Grades: 9-12

1 Semester
Credit: .5

This course teaches the fundamentals of the business world. The following topics will be
introduced: types of businesses in our economic system, how products get from the producer to
the consumer, the human needs in our economic system, and the buying, selling, advertising,
market research, and functions of marketing. Students will have the opportunity to learn the
basics of business that will assist them in getting their first job. Work experience credit is
available through this course.
V06314

Marketing/Job Fi11di11g Skills

Grades: 9-12

1 Semester
Credit: .5

This course is designed to teach students how to apply and interview for jobs and other related
situations including college entrance interviews, fashion boards, etc. Students will develop a
resume, fill out job applications and assess their skills as related to the employment world. They
will be able to identify the sources of potential jobs and the importance of their positive attitudes
in a work situation. Work experience credit is available through this class.
V06316

Marketing/Manage Your Own Business

Grades: 10-12

1 Semeste1·
Credit: .5

This course provides students with basic elements needed to start their own business. Students
learn to demonstrate knowledge in ownership, decision-making, business principles, business
operations, and leadership skills. Students will also develop a business plan with the intentions of
owing their own business. Work experience credit is available through this course.

V06340

Marketing/E-Commerce

Semester

Grades: 10-12

Credit: .5

Students will learn about the impact of the internet on the business and marketing fields, develop
and understand the concepts of E-commerce, and have the opportunity to practice and use the
marketing techniques needed for buying and selling goods/services and ideas. Work experience
is available through this course.
(Klahowya Secondary School Course Catalog, 2003)
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APPENDIXB

MARKETING ESSENTIAL ACADEMIC LEARNING REQUIREMENTS
ALIGNED WITH WASHINGTON STATE LEARNING GOALS
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Marketing Education/EALR Alignment

DMES)

I

READING

I

M.ARl<ETlt,1GiEt>,UC,..t1of,j: \Stor~\Managemi(iit ::r}

M:c1: :o_~monstriltE!'.'tl:iOJnJana,ge!ll~nfot:p:ehp,e\-:}
1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,

1.1, 1.2,

EC1:

.jc,.

w

IDemonstrate initiative.

EC2:

Demonstrate ability to
work with difficult people.

EC3:

oemonstrate ability to
1
train other students.

EC4:

IDemonstrate leadership.

I

I

2.1, 2.2, 2.3,

3.1, 3.2, 3.3,

3.1, 3.2

ECS:

EC1:

IDeal with employee
complaints.

'Reconcile shift receipts.

IOversee other store
EC2:

!associates in handling
money.

I

I

I

I

X

I

X

I

X

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
3.1, 3.2, 3.3,
4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4

I

I

I

I

I

I

1.1, 1.2,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3
3.1, 3.2, 3.4

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
3.1, 3.2, 3.3,
4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4

I

I

I

I

I

I

X

I

X

I

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
3. 1, 3.2, 3.3,
4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4

I

I

I

I

I

I

X

I

X

I

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
3.1, 3.2, 3.3,
4.1,4.2,4.3,4.4

I

I

I

I

I

I

X

I

X

1.1, 1.5, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3,
4.1, 4.2, 4.3,
5.1, 5.2, 5.3

I

I

1.1, 1.3, 1.4

I

I

I

X

I

X

1.1, 5.3

I

I

1.1, 1.3

I

I

I

X

I

X

1.1, 1.2,

2.1, 2.2, 2.3
3.1, 3.2, 3.4

I

1.1, 1.2,

I

I

1.1, 1.2,
2.1, 2.2,
3.1, 3.2

I

I

I

4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4

2.1, 2.2, 2.3

3.1, 3.2, 3.4

I

1.1, 1.2, 1.3
2.1, 2.2, 2.3,
3.1, 3.2, 3.4
1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3,
3.1, 3.2

1.1, 1.2, 1.3

I

I

1.1, 1.2, 1.3

I

''

Marketing Education/EALR Alignment
Goal4
DEPARTMENTAL
COMPETENCIES
(OUTCOMES)

EC3:

EC4:

.i,.
.i,.

I

EC5:

EC6:

EC1:

READING

1.1, 1.2. 1.3, 1.5.
1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1.
2.1, 2.2, 2.3. 3.1.
2.4
3.2, 3.4

IRecord management
report information.

IAwareness oft ota Istore
sales.

lc

11.1,1.2.1.3.1.5.
2 .1 . 2 .2 . 2 .3, 3.1 ,

td
d
. t . 1.1, 1.2. 1.3, 1.5.
own an. main a1n _ , _ , _ , _ ,
21 22 23 31
accurate base till.
1 3.2, 3.4

oun

i'dentify purchase orders
and invoices.

IParticipate in store
inventories.

·;·.L3• 2·1·,

11 1
·

1·

3_1, 3.2

I

EC3:

Ipriced and in the store.
Supervise others in

Ireceiving merchandise.

11.1.1.2.1.3.1.5.,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1,

3.2, 3.4

I

I

1.1. 1.2. 1.5.
2.1, 2.2, 2.3,
3.1, 3.2. 3.4

Determine type and
11.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.5,
!quantity of products to be 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1,
ordered.
3.2, 3.4

Assure products are

COMMUNICATION

MATHEMATICS

1.1, 1.2, 1.3

1.1, 1.5,2.1,2.2,2.3,
4.1. 4.2, 4.3,
5.1. 5.2. 5.3

1.1, 1.2, 1.3

1.1. 1.5. 2.1. 2.2, 2.3.
4.1,4.2,4.3,
5.1, 5.2, 5.3

3.2, 3.4

EC2:

EC4:

WRITING

1.1. 1.2.

2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1,

3.2. 3.4

I

I
I

1.1. 1.2. 1.3.
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
3.1. 3.2. 3.3.
4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4
1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1. 2.2. 2.3. 2.4. 2.5.
3.1. 3.2. 3.3,
4.1.4.2.4.3.4.4

4.2: 4.3: 4.4

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2. 2.3. 2.4. 2.5,
3.1, 3.2, 3.3,
4.1. 4.2. 4.3. 4.4

HEALTH
AND
FITNESS

ARTS

SCHOOL AND
WORK
CONNECTIONS

THINKING

X

I

X

I

I

1.1, 1.3

I

I

I

X

I

X

I

I

1.1.1.3.1.4

I

I

I

X

I

X

I

I

I

I

I

X

I

X

I

I

1.1, 1.3

I

I

I

X

I

X

I

I

1.1, 1.3

I

I

I

X

I

X

I

I

1.1, 1.3

I

I

I

X

I

X

I

I

1.1, 1.3

I

I

I

X

I

X

1.1, 1.5, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3,

4.1. 4.2, 4.3,
5.1, 5.2, 5.3
, 1.1, 1.5. 2.1, 2.2, 2.3,
4.1, 4.2, 4.3.
5.1. 5.2. 5.3

1.1. 1.2, 1.3,
, 1.1, 1.5, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4. 2.5.
4.1, 4.2. 4.3.
3.1, 3.2. 3.3,
5.1, 5.2. 5.3
4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4
1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
, 1.1, 1.5. 2.1. 2.2. 2.3.
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
4.1, 4.2. 4.3,
3.1. 3.2. 3.3.
5.1, 5.2, 5.3
4.1. 4.2. 4.3. 4.4
11 12 13
· • · • · ·
11115212223
2122232425
·····•····
··,1·3·2·3·3· .,
4.1,4.2,4.3,
4.1:

SOCIAL
STUDIES

SCIENCE

5.1, 5.2, 5.3

, 1.1.1.5,2.1.2.2.2.3.
4.1. 4.2. 4.3.
5.1, 5.2, 5.3

--,,

Marketing Education/EALR Alignment
Goal.4
DEPARTMENTAL
COMPETENCIES
(OUTCOMES)

EC5:

EC6:

I,,!

READING

WRITING

COMMUNICATION

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.5,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3,
3.1, 3.2, 3.4

Authorize payments for
1
merchandise.

I I t th e b rea k-even
IC acuae

points for merchandise.

HEALTH
AND
FITNESS

ARTS

SCHOOL AND
WORK
CONNECTIONS

THINKING

I

I

1.1, 1.3

I

I

I

X

I

X

11.1, 1.5, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3,
4.1. 4.2. 4.3.
5.1, 5.2, 5.3

I

I

1.1, 1.3

I

I

I

X

I

X

1.1, 1.2, 1.3

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

X

1.1.1.2. 1.3

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

X

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

X

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

X

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

X

1.1, 1.2.1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
3.1, 3.2, 3.3,
4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4

1

SOCIAL
STUDIES

SCIENCE

11.1, 1.5, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3,
4.1,4.2,4.3,
5.1, 5.2, 5.3

2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
3.1, 3.2, 3.3,
4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.5,
21 22 23
3·. 1·. 3·.2·, 3°.4

MATHEMATICS

!-IXHtL!Jl!l11iIH 1-:_ij,U,

MC4: Demonstrate:afoos1bve
.i,..
V,

EC1:

EC2:

EC3:

EC4:

EC5:

Arrive to work in student
store on time.

I
1.1, 1.2,

IFind and prioritize jobs

2.1, 2.2, 2.3,
3.1, 3.2, 3.4

needing completion.

Demonstrate
Iresponsibility for actions.

IDisplay positive attitude
while working with others.

IDemonstrate personal
integrity.

I

I

1.1, 1.2

1.1, 1.2

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2. 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
3.1, 3.2, 3.3,
4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4
1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4. 2.5,
3.1, 3.2, 3.3,
4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4
1.1, 1.2, 1.3

X
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Marketing Education/EALR Alignment
.Goal 1
DEPARTMENTAL
COMPETENCIES
(OUTCOMES)

EC1:

EC2:

READING

Interpret the importance
lof valuing differences in
the workplace.
!Identify_ types of product

promotion.

I

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2,
3.1, 3.2
1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2,
3.1, 3.2

EC4:

Describe guidelines for
behaving in an
empathetic manner.

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2,
3.1, 3.2

EC5:

Explain importance of
and procedures for
1
appropriate handling of
customer complaints.

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3
3.1, 3.2, 3.3

WRITING

COMMUNICATION

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,

2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,

2.1, 2.4

3.1. 3.2, 3.3,
4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,

2.1, 2,4

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,

2.1, 2,4

Explain importance of
EC6:

!handling difficult

customers.

EC1:

EC2:

I

1.1, 1.2.1.3,
2.1, 2.2,
3.1, 3.2

Explain importance of
Ieffective communication
in marketing.

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3

Demonstrate proper use
lof grammar and
vocabulary.

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3
3.1, 3.2

3.1, 3.2

SOCIAL
STUDIES

SCIENCE

HEALTH
AND
FITNESS

ARTS

Goal4

THINKING

SCHOOL AND
WORK
CONNECTIONS
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I

I

I

I

I

X

1.1, 1.2, 1.3

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

X

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
3.1, 3.2, 3.3,

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

X

I

I

I

I

I

I

X

I

I

I

I
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X
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I

I

I

I

X

I
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I

I
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I

X

X
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MATHEMATICS

Goal 3

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3,
3.1, 3.2, 3.3

Identify factors which
affect customer/client
relations.

EC3:

Goal 2

1.t, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
3.1, 3.2, 3.3,
4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.4

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1. 2.2. 2.3. 2.4. 2.5.

2.1, 2,4

3.1, 3.2, 3.3,

I

I

X

4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4

I

1.1.1.2.1.3,
2.1, 2.4

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.4
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2.1, 2.4,
3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4,
3.5,

I
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1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
3.1, 3.2, 3.3,

4.1, 4.2. 4.3, 4.4
1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
3.1, 3.2, 3.3,
4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4

X
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WRITING

COMMUNICATION

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.4

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
3.1, 3.2, 3.3,
4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4
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HEALTH
AND
FITNESS

Goal 3
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THINKING

Goal4
.

SCHOOL AND
WORK
CONNECTIONS

Explain importance of
voice in communicating
with others.

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3

Identify characteristics of
effective verbal communication.

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,

EC5:

Describe how nonverbal
communication affects a
verbal message.

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2,
3.1, 3.2

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.4

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2. 1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
3.1, 3.2, 3.3,
4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4

EC6:

Describe importance of
listening.

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2,
3.1, 3.2

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.4

1.1, 1.2, 1.3

X

X

Identify situations in
which verbal

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.4

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
3.1, 3., 3.3,
4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4

X

X

EC3:

EC4:
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EC7:

communication in
marketing needs to be
addressed.

3.1, 3.2

2.1, 2.2, 2.3

3.1, 3.2

2.1, 2.2, 2.3
3.1, 3.2

X

1.1, 1.2, 1.3,

1.1.1.2, 1.3,
2.1, 2.2, 2.4

2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
3.1, 3.2, 3.3,

X

.

X

4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4

X
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May 22, 2001

Dear Colleague,
My name is Karin Johannessen and I am completing my Master of Education degree in
Educational Administration at Central Washington University.
The purpose of this letter is to request your help in completing my Master's degree
project entitled, "A Model Marketing Education/Store Management Program for
Klahowya Secondary School," in the Central Kitsap School District.
The goal of my Master's project is to develop a model Marketing Education program that
targets advanced marketing education students that take on the role of becoming
managers. The curriculum will be designed to meet Goal Four of the Washington State
Essential Academic Learning Requirements and specifically, "School to Work
Transition."
I am collecting information from model Marketing Education programs, such as yours,
which have focused on management skills. Since you have developed a successful
marketing program, I am requesting that you mail to me any materials that you have
regarding:
o

Marketing Education curriculum outlines for beginning and advanced students.

o Marketing Education Essential Learnings or competencies for beginning and
advanced students.

o Marketing Education assessment tools.
Any materials provided by "your model marketing program" will be extremely valuable in
completing my project. Any responses will be treated as confidential and individuals and
schools will not be identified. Please feel free to make any additional comments that
would be beneficial.
Enclosed is a self-addressed stamped envelope for your convenience in returning the
information no later than June 20, 2001. Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,

Graduate Student:

University Supervisor:

Karin K. Johannessen
Marketing Instructor
Klahowya Secondary School

Dr. Jack McPherson
Department of Teacher Education Programs
Central Washington University
Ellensburg, WA 98926-7409
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A MODEL MARKETING EDUCATION/STORE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
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The following Marketing/Store Management plan for Klahowya Secondary School
will be implemented:
1.

The Eagles Landing Management Manager Book will be distributed to
Store Management students during the 2001-2002 and 2002-2003
school years.

2.

The advisory committee will assess the manual at the end of the 20022003 school year.

3.

In the future the manual will continue to be distributed to Store
Management students to use as a resource and to compete the daily
work.

4.

Marketing is also changing with new ideas and material. The manual
will be updated as needed when new materials are available.

5.

Discussed the curriculum with Principal and will present the manual to
the Director of Curriculum and Instruction.

6.

The Marketing Education instructor will continue to research
marketing and what other districts are doing updating subscriptions to
Mark-Ed consortium and keeping in contact with other Marketing
Education Instructors through e-mail, conferences, and DECA
meetings.

7.

The advisory committee will have input at the quarterly meetings.

8.

Klahowya DECA will continue to be active in leadership, civic
consciousness, social intelligence, and vocational understanding.
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